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As the home to Australia’s nuclear expertise, the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation
(ANSTO) is one of Australia’s largest research organisations.
Nuclear science and technology is a dynamic area of research that focuses on the building blocks of
matter. Many of the most important questions society faces in areas such as health, climate change and
industry are being investigated by ANSTO researchers.
At the heart of ANSTO’s research capabilities is the OPAL reactor which is one of the world’s newest and
best multi-purpose research reactors. OPAL is used for scientific research, the production of medical
radioisotopes, the activation of targets and the irradiation of silicon used for electronics.
ANSTO manages a collection of Australia’s newest and most advanced particle accelerators in its Centre
for Accelerator Science. These are used to analyze materials to determine their elemental composition
and age, providing critical information for studies into human history and the environment.
ANSTO also operates the Melbourne-based Australian Synchrotron. Using a light source a million
times brighter than the sun, the Synchrotron enables researchers to support industries in a wide range
of subject areas including minerals, health, materials, manufacturing, food security, climate science,
and energy.
As a Federal Government agency, ANSTO’s provides policy advice to Government on all matters relating
to nuclear science, technology and engineering, supporting its international roles and obligations.
ANSTO is connected with all Australian and New Zealand universities through the Australian Institute
of Nuclear Science and Engineering (AINSE), providing researchers access to Australia’s nuclear science,
technology and engineering expertise.
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Foreword

ANSTO is home to the Bragg Institute, one of the world’s leading facilities for using neutron
scattering and X-ray techniques to see the unseeable and solve complex research and
industrial problems.
The Institute was named after the father and son team of Sir William Bragg and Sir William
Lawrence Bragg whose work helped pave the way for X-ray crystallography and earned them a
Nobel Prize in 1915.
We are likely to be reminded of their important pioneering work throughout 2014, which has
been dubbed the International Year of Crystallography by UNESCO.
ANSTO’s Bragg Institute has a worldwide community of scientists and engineers who are starting
to flex the muscles of a dynamic suite of neutron beam instruments based here in Australia.
By examining the smallest particles of matter, researchers from Bragg are able to tackle some
of the biggest questions facing us today, ranging from understanding the behaviour of cells in
our bodies to the big picture of astro-physics and adding to the sum of our knowledge about the
origins of the universe.
Another important development for research in Australia has been ANSTO taking over the
operation of the Australian Synchrotron. This has strengthened our position as a truly national
research organisation, and enabled many of Australia’s best and brightest to work even more
closely with us.
The Australian Synchrotron is a high performance facility that needs capital investment to further
leverage its excellent work and serve new communities of users. ANSTO will continue to work with
the science community and its supporters to secure its future.
While every researcher needs the right instruments to do their work, science is ultimately
a conversation – and all of the projects in Research Selections 2013 reflect this, involving
collaborations with talented researchers from Australia and around the world.
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There are many great contributions in Research Selections 2013: our studies of ice and stalagmites to
give us a window into climate history; understanding the mechanisms behind magnets and ferromagnetic fields; new ways to diagnose stroke and degenerative neurological diseases; detectors to aid
hadron therapy for cancer patients; better understandings of haemoglobin; and the development of
potential new environmental solutions for the minerals industry.
I think you will agree, future generations will benefit from this exciting work which adds to the bank
of knowledge in key areas of health, environment, materials and solutions for our industries.
Once again, I congratulate the researchers who have contributed to Research Selections for starting and
continuing these scientific conversations that will ultimately benefit us all.

Dr Adi Paterson
Chief Executive Officer
ANSTO
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Environment AND CLIMATE
Understanding how earth systems work and being able to monitor changes
helps us to better manage the environment. It allows researchers, industry
and policymakers to make informed decisions about the ecosystems we
depend upon, and ultimately improves our world.
ANSTO uses its accelerators and the OPAL research reactor to better
understand a number of important areas of environmental science. This
includes atmospheric studies such as tracking air pollution from coal-fired
power stations in New South Wales and understanding the differences
in carbon–dioxide circulation between the Northern and Southern
hemispheres and its impact on climate.
Water and its sustainability is another area of focus for ANSTO. Our studies
are probing cave formations to help understand the implications of Western
Australia’s reduction in rainfall and its longer-term socio-economic impact.
Furthermore, water’s solid form – ice – is being studied to determine how
it behaves under stress, an important feature in the movement of glaciers.
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David Cohen and his team have
collected fine particles in western
Sydney for more than a decade.
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Revealing the sources of
Sydney’s air pollution

01

Fine particles in our atmosphere can travel hundreds of kilometres every day. Their monitoring is
crucial as they have significant impact on both human health and the environment.
Over the last decade, nuclear techniques for studying fine particles in the atmosphere have improved
significantly, moving from simply analysing their chemical composition to combining meteorological
data, such as wind patterns and trajectory with statistical modelling, to define where the pollution
actually came from.
Consequently, it is now possible to not only determine the source of pollution via a chemical
composition ‘fingerprint,’ but to also quantify that source’s total contribution of fine particles in a
specific location. In short, we can identify individual polluters and measure how many fine particles
originated from those polluters.
Over more than a decade, David Cohen and his team have collected samples in the Richmond area
of western Sydney. By using these combinatory techniques of analysing the particles’ chemical
composition and taking account of meteorological data with statistical modelling, they are able to
quantify the effects of air pollution.
This demonstration project has found that up to half of the total sulfate air pollution in the greater
Sydney region can be attributed to emissions from NSW’s eight coal-fired power stations. Despite
being located many kilometres outside of the greater Sydney metropolitan area, these coal-fired
power stations have a significant impact on air quality in the CBD areas of Sydney. This information is
used by air quality managers to inform pollution control measures and decision making.

David D. Cohen, Jagoda Crawford, Eduard Stelcer, Armand J. Atanacio
ANSTO

Introduction
As atmospheric fine particle pollution
has significant impacts on our lives,
there has been significant progress
over the last decade to better identify
its sources and hold polluters
accountable. Increased computing
power with new algorithms that
handle big data sets has played an
important role in advancing these
studies. In order to handle multiple

observations in environmental
monitoring mathematical models
are used to analyse the different
types of data sets. For the study
of air pollution we investigate fine
particles and analyse the data using
positive matrix factorisation (PMF)
and multi-linear engine (ME) methods
[1,2] for determining the number and
composition of sources of pollution.

Coal-fired power stations are known
emitters of fine particles PM2.5 (PM2.5
stands for particles of a size of 2.5
microns or less, i.e. 0.025 mm) and
pollutant gases such as SOX and NOX.
ANSTO researchers have developed
techniques to determine the
contributions of eight coal-fired
power stations, which burn over
25 MT/year (yr) of low grade sulfur coal,
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Figure 1 (a)
Locations of eight coal powered power
stations supplying Sydney. Boxes
labelled 1 to 8 show the locations
of the eight NSW coal-fired power
stations. The 100m and 300m dots
within each of these boxes show the
number of wind back trajectories
from Richmond site that intersected
with each power station. The large
symbol ( ) shows the location of the
Richmond sampling site.

•

Figure 1(b)
The ANSTO cyclone sampler
(foreground) at the Richmond site of
the University of Western Sydney.

to the PM2.5 mass loading in the
greater Sydney metropolitan area. We
have applied and compared PMF and
ME techniques for identifying the
source by its elemental fingerprint and
quantifying the contribution of a source
to total pollution levels. Using the ME
methods we included data of wind
observations and profiles the trajectory
positions. By combining these various
parameters, sources external to the
Sydney metropolitan region can
uniquely be tied to fine particle
measurements made within this region.

Study Site and Local
Conditions
The locations of the eight coal-fired
power stations supplying Sydney’s
electricity are shown in Fig. 1a. The
average sulfur content of coal burnt

for power generation in NSW at these
stations is around 0.5% by weight. The
power station emissions represent
243 kT/year of sulfur dioxide emissions
across NSW. In the State of NSW, of
the total 290 kT/yr of sulfur dioxide
emissions produced each year, over
80% are from the coal-fired power
stations.
The sampling site (Fig.1b) was located
at Richmond (-33.618°S, 150.748°E) in
an open grassed area in the grounds
of the University of Western Sydney,
53 km northwest of the Sydney CBD.
Samples were taken every Sunday and
Wednesday for 24 hours from midnight
to midnight. The site was influenced by
sources from within the Sydney CBD
region and sources external to the
greater metropolitan area, such as the
power stations.

8 Revealing the sources of Sydney’s air pollution

Measuring chemical
composition
Accelerator-based Ion Beam Analysis
(IBA) techniques have been used
at ANSTO for many decades to
determine chemical composition
of fine particulate matter. They are
ideally suited to this task as they have
the sensitivity to non-destructively
measure elements from hydrogen
to lead with concentration down
to nanograms per cubic metre of
air sampled. The measurements of
the elemental contributions use the
following techniques: Particle-Induced
X-ray Emission (PIXE), Proton-Induced
Gamma Emission (PIGE), Rutherford
Backscattering (RBS) and ParticleElastic Scattering (PESA) [3]. These
four techniques together with
laser absorption methods for black
carbon analysis [4] were employed
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Figure 2
The seven factors or source
fingerprints obtained from the
standard positive matrix factorisation
(PMF) analysis.

to determine 21 different element
species between hydrogen (H) and lead
(Pb). During this study, samples were
taken every Sunday and Wednesday,
providing 912 samples for analysis
covering the period 2001-2011.

Positive matrix factorisation
fingerprints and source
contributions
For a data set of this size, the
statistical approach of positive matrix
factorisation (PMF) was applied to
identify the pollution source by its
elemental fingerprints, as well as
to quantify the contributions of
these sources to the total PM2.5
concentration. Figs. 2 and 3 show the
results for analysing the measurements

Figure 3
Time series plots for the total PM2.5
mass and the percentage mass
contributions of the 7 standard PMF
factors or fingerprints.

using PMF and Table 1 lists the sulphur
contribution for the fingerprints.
We found that seven factors fit the
data and we can thus determine the
fingerprint of the source, see Fig. 2 and
plot their daily contributions in Fig. 3.
The total PM2.5 gravimetric mass could
be explained to within 2% by these
seven fingerprints and each elemental
fingerprint was significantly determined
at the 99% confidence interval in this
PMF model.
The average percentage contributions
to the total PM2.5 mass for each of
these standard PMF sources during
the study period, see Table 1a, shows
that the two major sulfur sources,
i.e. secondary sulfur (2ndryS) and
industrial-aged sulfur (IndSaged),

accounted for 40% of the mass
followed closely by Smoke from
biomass burning with 37%.
Table 1b shows that for the standard
PMF analysis 73% of the measured
total sulfur was associated with the
2ndryS fingerprint and 27% with the
IndSaged fingerprint. The remaining
four fingerprints account for 23% of
the fine mass, but were not really the
focus of the current study as they were
generally associated with diffuse or
distributed sources and not associated
with the eight coal-fired power stations
point sources which we want to
quantify here.
Fig. 3 shows the daily variations of
these seven sources over the 11 year
study period. Seasonal (summer-
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%Fingerprint masses for different scenarios
Fingerprint

Standard PMF
7 Factors

ME
9 Factors

27.3±0.6

25.3±0.8

Secondary sulfur - 2ndryS (total)
2ndrySPower

12.7±0.4

2ndrySnoPower

12.6±0.4

Industrial aged sulfur - IndSaged (total)

12.4±0.8

14.3±0.7

IndSagedPower

5.60±0.3

IndSagednoPower

8.70±0.4

Soil

4.76±0.4

4.90

Sea

5.54±0.4

5.40

Smoke

37.1±0.7

33.8

Industry

1.75±0.7

1.50

Auto

11.2±0.8

14.8

100±5

100±5

Total%

Sulfur contributions (%)

Fingerprint

Standard PMF

ME

7 Factors

9 Factors

72.9±4

74.8±4

2ndryS (total)
2ndrySPower

36.5±2

2ndrySnoPower

38.3±2

IndSaged (total)

27.1±2

IndSagedPower

This seven factor standard PMF analysis
produced two sulfur containing
fingerprints, 2ndryS and IndSaged both
of which were a mixture of several
possible sources. However, it does not
provide a power station fingerprint or
a breakdown of how much of 2ndryS
or IndSaged sources were powerstation related. To achieve this we need

Table 1 (b)
Percentage contributions to
the total measured sulfur
content in the fine PM2.5
fraction for each of the
fingerprints in the standard
PMF analyses and for the ME
analyses described below.

25.2±2
10.6±0.8

IndSagednoPower

winter) variations are clearly obvious.
For example, the winter smoke is 60%80% of the fine mass while the summer
smoke is generally less than 10%. This
is due mainly to domestic wood fires
used for heating in the winter in many
Sydney homes.

Table 1 (a)
Percentage contributions
to the total PM2.5 mass for
each of the fingerprints in
the standard PMF analyses
and for the ME analyses
described below.

14.6±1

to apply the more sophisticated ME
analysis to our dataset.

Combining wind back
trajectories and statistical
analysis
Here, we use the multi-linear engine
(ME) approach to split the two sulfur
fingerprints 2ndryS and IndSaged
obtained in the standard PMF analysis
into two components each. The first
component are contributions of wind
back trajectories from Richmond
[4,5] which passed over at least one
of the eight identified power stations
(Power) and the second component

10 Revealing the sources of Sydney’s air pollution

are contributions that did not pass
over any power stations (noPower).
Consequently, the seven standard
PMF fingerprints of Fig. 2 are turned
into nine fingerprints which were then
analysed by ME techniques. These new
methods have been fully discussed in
reference [7].
This ME analysis produced not only
nine source fingerprints and their
contributions, but also a range of
power and non-power sulfur source
fingerprint masses contributing to
the total PM2.5 mass loadings at the
Richmond site. This is a unique aspect
of this approach as this enabled us to
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define Power fingerprints and to put
limits on the possible contributions
these fingerprints – and consequently
the power stations – made to the
measured fine (PM2.5) mass at
the Richmond receptor site. These
contributions are summarised by the
ME data in the right-hand columns of
Table1.

Associating the fine particle
samples to their origins
Using PMF techniques we could
identify and quantify seven different
fingerprints of sources of fine particles
collected at the outskirts of Sydney.
Two of these fingerprints, secondary
sulfate and aged-industrial sulfur
were each split in two and, through
wind back trajectories, sorted into
two groups those passing over coalfired power stations and those not.
ME techniques together with wind
back trajectory data from [6] were
then applied to define fingerprints
associated with coal-fired power
stations as well as quantifying their
contributions to total PM2.5 mass
loadings.

There are eight coal-fired power
stations in NSW burning 25 MT/
yr of coal and emitting 243 kT/yr
of SO2 which is converted by water
and sunlight to sulfate particles.
These power stations were many
kilometres outside the greater Sydney
metropolitan area, but still had a
significant impact on the fine particle
mass loadings measured at the
sampling site within the metropolitan
area. The PM2.5 eleven year average
mass at the Richmond sampling site
was 6.48 µg/m3. The corresponding
ammonium sulfate estimate was
1.65 µg/m3 or 26% of the PM2.5 mass.
The two PMF fingerprints, secondary
sulfate (2ndryS) and aged industrial
sulfur (IndSaged) accounted for 27%
and 12% respectively, making a total
of 39% of the PM2.5 mass. Using wind
back trajectories we could distinguish
these two fingerprints into power
and non-power contributions. By
subsequently running an ME analysis
over them, we were able to produce
coal-fired power station fingerprints.
These power related fingerprints were
responsible for approximately 18% of
the total PM2.5 mass and 47% of the
total sulfate measured at the sampling
site. On average, up to a half of the
total sulfate measured in the greater
Sydney region can be attributed to
coal-fired power station emissions.
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Cross section of a 2000 year
old Western Australian cave
stalagmite.
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Studying Western Australian
caves to help us understand
climate change

On average, there is now 17 per cent less rainfall across Western Australia’s south-western region
than was recorded prior to 1970. This rainfall reduction has economic, social and environmental
implications for the region, in particular for the growing capital of Perth, as well as water-dependent
industries in the state.
Only short term rainfall records (110 years or so) are available to work with, so scientists researching
the cause of this rainfall decrease need to apply different climate research methods to get a longerterm understanding of rainfall patterns to assist with predicting the rainfall patterns. Interestingly, it is
cave stalagmites that are helping to provide the answers.
Cave stalagmites are a rock formation that rises from the floor of a cave due to the accumulation of
material deposited on the floor from minerals dissolved in dripping water. These structures form
slowly over thousands of years and with nuclear techniques, scientists are able to use the stalagmites
to help unlock thousands of years of rainfall-sensitive data, preserved in the crystallised calcium
carbonate.
The first step in this process is to assess whether one of potentially hundreds of individual stalagmites
in a cave is suitable for generating past climate records and that’s where ANSTO comes in. Working in
Western Australia, Pauline Treble and her colleagues monitored drip water and studied how sensitive
and accurate individual stalagmites are as indicators of rainfall and climate change.
In fact, using nuclear techniques and their expertise, ANSTO researchers have recently produced
one of the longest cave monitoring datasets in Australia, from Golgotha Cave in south-west Western
Australia. The data has confirmed the cave’s suitability for gathering stalagmite-based rainfall records.

Pauline C. Treble1, Chris Bradley2, Anne Wood3, Andy Baker4
ANSTO, 2University of Birmingham, United Kingdom, 3Department of Environment and Conservation, Western Australia,
University of New South Wales, New South Wales

1

4

South-west Western Australia climate change
Rainfall is now on average 17 per
cent less across the south-west
Western Australia region compared
with earlier data prior to 1970 [1].
Due to the consequent reduction
in surface water availability has
had large economic, social and
environmental impacts in this region,
which includes Western Australia’s

capital Perth, due to economically
important water-dependent industries
and population growth pressure.
Much effort has been directed to
understand the cause of this decline.
But it remains difficult to assess the
role of natural variability from the
current short-duration meteorological
record (110 years or so) because of

the multi-decadal nature of the dry
period. Hence, there is an urgent
need to extend baseline information
on natural climate variability for this
region. Reconstructing past-climates
using climate-sensitive ‘proxies’ in
cave stalagmites has emerged as an
effective way to achieve this [2].
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Figure 1
Precipitation and precipitation minus evapotranspiration (P-E) (a); rainfall oxygen isotopic composition or δ18O (b); and
cave observations of drip rate (c) and drip δ18O (d) at three sites in the cave high-flow drips (blue diamonds) display
distinctly lower drip δ18O owing to selective recharge of a secondary reservoir by high-magnitude rainfall events. Not all
data from all sites are shown. See [3] for full report.

‘Climate’ records from caves
We have demonstrated previously that
climate-sensitive ‘proxies’ of rainfall
which become preserved in growing
stalagmites may be used to track
climate change in south-western WA
stalagmites [2]. This was achieved by
measuring the geochemical record
in a modern stalagmite from this
region which had grown on a tourist
boardwalk between 1911 and 1992
[2]. We cut open the stalagmite and
measured trends in the oxygen
isotopic ratio (18O/16O or δ18O) along
the stalagmite growth axis using mass
spectrometry. We were able to verify
that the speleothem recorded the post1970 dry period because of the change
in the 18O/16O ratio due to fewer intense
storm events, which typically carry
more 18O-depleted moisture, during the
dry period [2].

The extension of the south-west
WA paleoclimate record is currently
underway, however, a critical part
of this study required a long-term
monitoring program to attempt to
capture the drying signal in the caves
via measurements of the dripwater.
Drip points were carefully studied for
over six years. The cave was fitted
out with data loggers and water
collection devices, and Department
of Environment and/or ANSTO staff
visited the caves each month to collect
the data.

Our findings
In summary, our six-year-long cave
study (see Fig. 1), has led to a number
of findings that have important
implications for our ultimate goal of
reconstructing paleoclimate records
from south-west WA stalagmites.

14 Studying Western Australian caves to help us understand climate change

We found that our monitored cave is
particularly suitable as: 1) the dripwater
preserved the oxygen isotope (δ18O)
from the rainfall; 2) the cave had a
high infiltration rate (typically <1 year
from recharge); and 3) negligible
isotopic impact of evapotranspiration
[3], i.e. the sum of evaporation and
plant transpiration from the land
surface to atmosphere. Our study
also captured some of the driest years
on record in the region and this ‘dry’
signal was detectable in the dripwater.
Consequently, we can reconstruct the
long-term rainfall records from the
stalagmites in this cave.

Implications for paleoclimate
records
Our study also reinforced the
importance of investing in longterm cave monitoring projects when
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Cross-section of a 2,000 year old stalagmite from
Golgotha Cave. (Height of stalagmite is approximately
10 cm.) Photo: Pauline Treble.

Pauline Treble making measurements in Golgotha Cave, south-west Western
Australia. Photo: Andy Baker.

constructing stalagmite paleoclimate
records as we found that not all of
our sites captured the rainfall signal
in the same way. A key uncertainty in
this research is how the hydrological
pathways in the cave ceiling may
interfere with the transfer of the
rainfall signal, e.g. by way of mixing,
storage, attenuation and bypass
flow [4,5]. This process is poorly
understood. Our findings showed that
low-flow drip sites, typical of much of
the cave, are recharged by an even
distribution of rainfall events evidenced
by the agreement between mean
dripwater and rainfall δ18O; and by
the (attenuated) seasonal δ18O cycles
similar to that observed in rainfall (Fig.
1). In contrast, our high-flow sites are
sustained by a secondary reservoir
recharged by isotopically distinct highmagnitude rainfall events.
Stalagmite records from our low-flow
sites are thus most likely to reflect
mean conditions and be the most
straightforward to interpret. However,
records from high-flow sites with
their bias to high-magnitude events
will provide a useful comparison to
detect multi-decadal (or longer) shifts
in the intensity of storms, such as that
observed in the meteorological record
since the 1970s.

Next steps
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ANSTO’s Quan Hua, Vlad
Levchenko and Andrew Smith
(R-L) with a cross section of a
Tasmanian Huon Pine.
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Study helps make carbon dating a
more accurate chronological tool

03

The use of bomb-pulse radiocarbon has become widespread as a precise dating tool for the
last 60 years, leading to new applications in forensic science, biology, physiology, plant and
animal growth, and climate studies.
Carbon-14 (14C) was generated by nuclear explosions in the atmosphere due to weapons
testing, mostly in the 1950s and 1960s, and the resultant 14CO2 gradually being distributed
throughout Earth’s atmosphere and essentially put a mark in time and can be used as an
accurate dating technique. The atmospheric 14CO2 level is now approaching its natural prebomb value.
In the troposphere – the region of Earth’s atmosphere below about 10,000 metres – the
level of bomb-derived 14CO2 was extremely variable in space and time. For this reason, if we
want to radiocarbon-date materials formed during the last 60 years, we need to know what
those atmospheric levels were – both when and where. Fortunately tree rings, studied in this
research, have recorded this information as the trees have photosynthesised the 14CO2 into
cellulose in their annual rings.
In this study, researchers from ANSTO and Naresuan University measured the level of
radiocarbon in tree rings from Thailand, Indonesia and Australia, using ANSTO’s particle
accelerators. The results, together with published radiocarbon data from tree rings and
atmospheric carbon dioxide samples from around the world, revealed that the level of
atmospheric 14CO2 during the early bomb period from the mid-1950s to the late 1960s was
strongly influenced by world-wide atmospheric circulation patterns.
Using this compilation, we have been able to reconstruct regional and temporal records of
atmospheric 14CO2 levels to make carbon dating a more accurate chronological tool.

Quan Hua1, Mike Barbetti2, Vlad Levchenko1, Andrew Smith1
1

ANSTO, 2Naresuan University, Thailand

Natural and bomb-derived 14C
Radiocarbon or 14C is continuously
formed in the atmosphere by
interactions of the cosmic-ray
secondary neutron flux with
atmospheric 14N. This is a purely natural
process. Following its production, 14C
is oxidised to form atmospheric 14CO2,
(or atmospheric 14C in short), which
is then transferred to the oceans
through air-sea gas exchange and
enters living organisms (e.g., plants

and animals) via photosynthesis,
food-chain and metabolic processes.
Consequently, the 14C content of living
organisms is in equilibrium with that of
the atmosphere. Once the 14C uptake
ceases (e.g., at the death of an animal
or when wood cellulose is formed),
the 14C content of the organism starts
to decrease at a rate determined by
its half-life of 5730 years. This is the
basis for traditional radiocarbon dating

for samples older than 1950, which in
favourable cases can be as precise as
±20 calendar years.
A large amount of 14C was artificially
produced between 1945 and 1980
when hundreds of nuclear weapons
were detonated in the atmosphere
(Fig. 1a). Nuclear bomb blasts produced
intense fluxes of thermal neutrons,
which in turn reacted with atmospheric
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Figure 1 (a)
Tree-ring 14C at different latitudes
and the magnitude of atmospheric
nuclear detonation. Grey and white
bars represent total effective yield of
atmospheric nuclear detonations for
3-month periods for the Northern and
Southern Hemisphere, respectively.

Fig. 1a

Figure 1 (b)
Cross-section of Thai three-leaf pine
tree DIK 235/1 with rings from 1916
to 1994, from which a sub-section was
used for AMS 14C analysis.

N to form 14C. As a result, the
concentration of 14C in the atmosphere
increased dramatically in the late
1950s and early 1960s, and peaked
in the mid-1960s at nearly double the
pre-bomb level. Significantly different
atmospheric 14C levels between
consecutive years during the period
from 1955 onwards offer the possibility
of dating recent terrestrial materials
by 14C with a resolution that can be as
good as a single year. Such applications
require a detailed knowledge of the
radiocarbon bomb-pulse.
14

New tree-ring 14C data
We have measured 14C in tree rings
from the tropics and southern midlatitudes where atmospheric 14C data
are scarce. It is worth noting that
tree-ring 14C is a direct representation
of atmospheric 14C values during the
growing season of tree rings [1]. The
tree rings used in our study included
three-leaf pine (Pinus kesiya) from
Doi Inthanon, Thailand (Fig. 1b), teak
(Tectona grandis) from Muna Island,
Indonesia, Pinus radiata from Armidale,
Australia, and Huon pine (Lagarostrobos
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franklinii) from Tasmania, Australia.
Four sets of single tree rings from the
early 1950s to the mid-1970s were
pre-treated to alpha-cellulose then
converted to graphite for Accelerator
Mass Spectrometry (AMS) 14C analysis
using ANTARES and STAR accelerators
at ANSTO [2].
Our results together with published
data for the northern hemisphere (NH)
are shown in Fig. 1a. The levels of the
tree-ring 14C bomb peaks decrease
from north to south indicating a fast
transport of bomb 14C within 0.5-1 year
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Figure 2
Radiocarbon in tree rings versus
atmospheric 14C at similar latitudes for
the northern tropics. Lines represent
atmospheric 14C data. Symbols depict
tree-ring 14C values.
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from the northern temperate regions
to the tropics and a further 0.5-1 year
to the southern temperate regions.

Influence of
atmospheric circulation on
regional 14C
As most of the atmospheric nuclear
tests were conducted in the northern
hemisphere (Fig. 1a), there were
large, transient 14C disequilibria in the
troposphere (north versus south and
high-latitudes versus low-latitudes)
during the early bomb period from
the mid-1950s to the late 1960s. This
significantly increased the 14C-contrast
between regional air masses.
Figure 2 shows our Thailand data in
comparison with published 14C data at
similar, northern-tropical latitudes in
tree rings at Mandla (India) and Saigon
(Vietnam), and in atmospheric CO2
samples from Debre Zeit (Ethiopia)
and Dakar (Senegal). The tree-ring data
match each other very well. They also
match very well with 14C data for Debre

Zeit, but all of them exhibit much lower
C values than the atmospheric data
for Dakar.

14

The significant difference between
Dakar 14C values, and those from
Debre Zeit, Mandla, Saigon and Doi
Inthanon can be attributed to the
summer African/Asian monsoon,
and the position of the Inter-Tropical
Convergence Zone (ITCZ) during the
summer time relative to the locations
of these sites [3]. During the growing
season of northern hemisphere tree
rings (May-August), Dakar and the
latter sites are on different sides of
the ITCZ (Fig. 3). Dakar is located north
of the summer ITCZ and receives air
masses from northern mid-latitudes.
Meanwhile, the latter sites are located
south of the summer ITCZ and
influenced by southern hemisphere
(SH) air (carried by the summer African/
Asian monsoon) with a 14C level
significantly lower than that for the
northern mid-latitudes during the early
bomb period.

Fig. 2

The 14C levels of Muna Island in the
southern tropics are significantly higher
than those derived from mid-latitude
southern hemisphere 14C records
(e.g., Armidale and Tasmania) for the
periods of rapidly rising atmospheric
14
C (Fig. 1a). During the growing season
of southern hemisphere tree rings
(November–February), Muna is located
well north of the winter ITCZ (Fig. 3)
and strongly influenced by northern
hemisphere air masses carried by the
winter Asian monsoon [4]. Meanwhile
Armidale and Tasmania remain
covered by southern hemisphere air
masses containing much less 14C than
those from the northern hemisphere
during the early bomb period.

Zonal atmospheric 14C data for
dating
The spatial distribution of bomb
radiocarbon during the early
bomb period did not have a simple
latitudinal gradient but consisted
of various, more-or-less uniform
zones separated by atmospheric
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Figure 3
Mean positions of the InterTropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ)
for January and July and global
atmospheric circulation together
with locations of atmospheric
stations (squares) and tree
ring sites (circles). H is a typical
centre of high atmospheric
pressure, and L is a centre of
low atmospheric pressure.
Atmospheric stations indicated
are D, Dakar and DZ, Debre Zeit.
Tree ring sites indicated are Ar,
Armidale; DI, Doi Inthanon; M,
Mandla; Mu, Muna Island; S,
Saigon and T, Tasmania.

circulation cell boundaries and the
ITCZ positions [3-5]. Based on this, we
have reconstructed five zonal 14C levels
namely NH zones 1, 2 and 3, and SH
zones 3 and 1-2 [5] (see Fig. 4 a and b).
The highest atmospheric 14C level
during this period was in NH zone
1, where most of the excess 14C was
injected into the troposphere. The
level of atmospheric 14C decreased
from north to south as the excess
14
C was transferred southwards by
atmospheric circulation. The spatial

distribution of bomb 14C in the
southern hemisphere would probably
consist of three zones similar to those
for the northern hemisphere. However,
the excess 14C became diffused after
it was transported over the broad and
seasonally moving ITCZ resulting in an
almost uniform 14C level for the region
south of the winter ITCZ (SH zone 1-2).
In summary, our results have
significantly improved our knowledge
of the influence of atmospheric
circulation on regional 14C differences,

20 Study helps make carbon dating a better measurement tool for climate scientists

which is very important for accurate
radiocarbon dating. In addition,
five zonal 14C data sets have been
reconstructed to be used as
“radiocarbon calibration curves” for
improved bomb-pulse 14C dating
in order to facilitate a fast growing
demand in the application of bomb
radiocarbon in various research
disciplines including forensic studies,
biomedical research and soil carbon
dynamics.
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Figure 4 (a)
Regional tropospheric 14C curves for
the period 1950-2010 for five different
zones.
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Fig. 4b
Figure 4 (b)
The five zones into which the
tropospheric 14C levels have been
reconstructed.
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ANSTO’s neutron diffraction
studies on large ice samples are
helping to predict sea level rises
and better understand climate.

22
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Neutron scattering helps predict
the future of polar ice sheets

04

Predicting the behaviour of large masses of ice such as glaciers and polar ice sheets is challenging.
Ironically, to better understand what is happening to these massive structures requires in-depth
analysis at the atomic scale.
The results of ANSTO’s study on large ice samples is helping explain the behaviour of ice, and
more accurately model glacier movement, predict sea level rises and ultimately, better understand
our climate.
A neutron diffraction study conducted by ANSTO’s Vladimir Luzin and his colleagues aimed to
determine principle mechanisms of ice deformation and provide quantitative characterisation of
the processes and their evolution during ice plastic flow.

Vladimir Luzin1, Sandra Piazolo2, Christopher J. L. Wilson3, Christophe Brouzet4, Mark Peternell5
ANSTO, 2Macquarie University, New South Wales, 3Monash University, Victoria,
École Normale Supérieure de Lyon, Université Claude Bernard, France, 5University of Mainz, Germany

1
4

Ice deformation
Ice is a very special material in two
respects: it is a crystalline material
with very weak hydrogen bonds and,
in natural conditions, its homologous
temperature (the temperature
measured in the units of melting point)
is very high. Both these facts make
deformation of ice very dynamic and
very sensitive to temperature, strain
rates, microstructure and defect
structure.

Ice has been studied for a long time
(for example, Robert Boyle studied
the properties of ice in the 1660s).
Experimental studies are usually based
either on mechanical measurement
of ice masses or studies of individual
grains, by means of optical methods
or electron backscatter diffraction
analysis for microanalysis; both are
limited with respect to the practical
number of individual grains that can
be examined. The fact that samples
can usually only be analysed before

and after deformation does not
necessarily provide information
on dynamic behaviour. Thus, our
understanding of the dynamics of
ice rheology, its flow under pressure,
and microstructure evolution remains
incomplete. To close this gap, we
combine ice deformation experiments
with in situ neutron diffraction which
allows continuous monitoring of the
evolution of rheology, texture and
microstructural characteristics
over time.
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Sample preparation
Deuterated ice (D2O) was studied
rather than normal ice (H2O), as is
normal in neutron research involving
hydrogen: substituting deuterium
increases the useful neutron signal,
while reducing background and
attenuation. As a consequence,
relatively large samples were studied,
providing statistically reliable results
on ice behaviour relatively quickly with high time resolution and all in
accurately controlled temperature and
strain rate conditions.
Cylindrical samples (diameter ~2.5 cm,
length ~3.2 - 4.0 cm) were prepared
from polycrystalline heavy water ice
with no crystallographic preferred
orientation and the equilibrium
microstructures characterised by a
mean grain size of ~500 μm (measured

(1 01)

(0 02)

(1 00)

deformation
grips

optically) and a normal grain size
distribution. This was achieved by
freezing blocks of ice, crushing them
and sieving and sorting size ranges
before compacting the resulting
powders into cylindrical shapes using
special moulds. The substitution of H2O
to D2O does not fundamentally affect
any other properties of the resulting
ice other than a shift in the melting
point to 3.7°C.

Neutron diffraction in-situ
experiment
The neutron diffractometer Kowari [1]
was used to measure the deuterated
ice samples. Experiments where
performed at a temperature of -7°C
(Th = 0.96), a temperature more or
less typical for naturally deforming
ice sheets and glaciers. During the
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Figure 1
Schematic illustration of the Kowari
instrument configuration for in-situ
neutron diffraction and texture
analysis.

neutron measurements, samples were
mounted in a load frame equipped
with custom-built grips and an
environmental chamber, both of which
were specifically designed to maintain
the required temperature.
A neutron wavelength of 2.4 Å and
detector position of 38° were chosen,
so that three separate diffraction
peaks, (100), (002), and (101), could
be simultaneously viewed within the
Kowari detector coverage of 15°.
Each neutron diffraction experiment
consisted of two major steps. Firstly,
diffraction patterns were collected over
a range of different directions with
respect to the sample by rotating the
load frame and sample away from the
compression axis, see ω in Fig. 1. The
range over which ω was varied was
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Figure 2
(a) Partial pole figure data (top) and
full pole figure data (bottom) are
cylindrically symmetric due to the
symmetry of the loading conditions.
This allows all full pole figures (e) to
be presented in one dimensional
sections (b-d) showing the strain-rate
dependence (b) or strain dependence
for fast (c) and medium strain-rates.
In the figure only the (002) pole
figure data are presented. Textures
from all samples were analysed in
terms of fibre texture components
(standard distributions over the
surface of a sphere similar to a
Gaussian distribution) and presented
quantitatively in (e).

±35°. In this way, the most preferred
orientation of crystals could be traced
by comparing the neutron pattern
in the axial direction and with those
away from it. In technical terms, partial
pole figures were measured and this
was achieved as deformation was
applied to the sample (the principle of
in situ experiment) and its strain-stress
curve recorded. Each individual partial
pole figure measurement took 20-30
min. while the whole deformation
experiment, depending on strain
and strain rate, occurred over 12-24
hours (depending on strain and strain
rate) and provided good time/strain
resolution.
The same neutron diffraction patterns
(using a special statistical analysis of
the diffraction peak intensities) also
provided information about the mean

grain size. Consequently, grain size
evolution was continuously recorded
in situ. This in situ measurement was
compared with traditional optical
grain size analysis on thin sections
prepared from the deformed samples
after completion of the experiment,
providing additional verification of
neutron data.
In the second step, each sample was
removed from the load frame and
mounted in a device for orienting the
sample (a two-circle Eulerian cradle
equipped with a heating-cooling device,
a cryo-furnace). In each case the
samples were kept below -80°C while
stereographic projection of the
crystallographic directions present in
the grain, so-called pole figures, were
measured for the three diffraction
peaks corresponding to the indices

(100), (002) and (101) to fully
characterise the texture of the samples.
Several series of deformation
experiments with constant strain
rates of 6 x 10-7 s-1 (slow), 2.5 x 10-6 s-1
(medium) and 1 x 10-5 s-1 (fast) of
between 5% and 40% were carried
out to a bulk strains.

Results of deformation
measurements
The neutron texture measurements
unambiguously demonstrate evidence
of the activation of the major slip
systems1, innate to the hexagonal
crystal structure of ice. This is a
combination of basal, prismatic and
pyramidal slip systems. Through
1

certain crystallographic planes and

directions in which dislocation motions occur
and that produce plastic deformation
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Mean grain sizes derived by statistical
analysis of the neutron diffraction data
for three different strain rates: fast,
medium, and slow.
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slip along specific planes and
directions, initially randomly oriented
polycrystalline ice polycrystals
develop a preferred orientation
during deformation. As deformation
progresses, we observe a weak single
central c-axis maximum in the direction
of compression that transforms into
a strong girdle distribution at 35-40°
to the compression axis as shown in
Fig. 2. We attribute this behaviour to
a switch from a mainly basal slip to
pyramidal slip.
Figure 3 shows in situ data of the mean
grain-size. By combing the data from
the pole figures (Fig. 2) and the grain
size (Fig. 3) we can follow the dynamic
behaviour that is a fine balance
between several processes:

(i) dislocation movement forming
small-angle grain boundaries;
(ii) recrystallisation by grain boundary
migration resulting in an overall
reduction of the mean dislocation
density and grain growth; and
(iii) recrystallisation by heterogeneous
nucleation when new small grains grow
rapidly in areas of high dislocation
density (this recrystallisation tends
to reduce the dislocation density and
grain size).
These processes are temperature and
strain-rate dependent: with decreasing
strain rate, the grain boundary
migration becomes increasingly
dominant.
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Figure 4 shows the observed overall
rheological behaviour that adds to
the understanding of the underlying
micro-mechanical mechanisms of
deformation. We find that plastic
deformation is accommodated by
a combination of processes and by
the dynamic competition between
these processes. At different stages
of deformation (marked as stages I,
II, II and IV in Fig. 2-4), some of the
mechanisms become more dominant.
For example, the dislocation-related
hardening at earlier stages is followed
by weakening due to recrystallisation
by heterogeneous nucleation and grain
boundary migration. At later stages
(larger strains), near-steady state
rheology is reached - accompanied by
equilibrium texture and grain size.
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Conclusion
Studying these rheological features
of ice deformation combined with
neutron diffraction techniques we are
able to provide results that can now
be incorporated into modelling of ice
mass rheological behaviour. Clearly,
this will be important for problems
such as modelling glacier movement,
the prediction of sea level rise and
ultimately understanding climate
change.
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Figure 4
Rheological behaviour (strain-stress
curves) and microstructures obtained
through the analysis of thin (~250 μm)
ice sections cut parallel to the
compression axis. Images were
obtained using a Fabric Analyser/
Microscope with a 5 μm resolution.
The width of each image is 4.8 mm.
Using optical Fabric Analyser only the
ice c-axis direction at each pixel can
be determined. The different colours
indicate different c-axis directions in
respect to the compression axis and
arrows indicate the position of the
girdle at 35-40°.
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novel materials
The study of materials and their properties has the potential to transform
the world we live in through the development of new and improved plastics,
ceramics and metals.
ANSTO has a multi-disciplinary group of physicists, materials scientists,
materials engineers and metallurgists with a wide range of research
and industrial experience. We have some of the most comprehensive
mechanical testing capabilities in the region. Together with our partners,
we continue to play a major role in the development and characterisation
of new materials.
We highlight a number of novel materials with interesting and exciting
properties ranging from natural biological materials that are as ‘non-stick’
as TeflonTM to ‘multiferroic’ materials that respond to both electric and
magnetic fields which may be important in the development of spintronics
– the merging of the different functions of storage and computation in
computer chips.
Our research covering the discovery of high-temperature magnetism in
technetium compounds included in this issue is perhaps one of the most
significant experiments performed, to date, using the OPAL research
reactor.
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ANSTO’s (L-R) Anthony Duff,
Karyn Wilde and Peter Holden in
the National Deuteration Facility
laboratory.
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Study aids development of
antifungal agents

Fungal spore amyloid protein, hydrophobin, is interesting because of its strong water-resistance and
highly robust properties. This study investigated hydrophobin’s protein coat as there is an interest in
these materials in respect to their ability to self-assemble into a robust surface layer.
Understanding the structure of this fungal spore will be useful for the design of antifungal agents
such as antifungal creams or other medications.
This collaborative study between ANSTO, the Universities of Sydney and New South Wales and the

Harvard Medical School is the first study of its type and has pointed the way for further exploration of
this material and its potential uses.

Vanessa K. Morris1, Rasmus Linser2, Karyn L. Wilde3, Anthony P. Duff3, Margaret Sunde1, Ann H. Kwan1
School of Medical Sciences and School of Molecular Bioscience, University of Sydney
School of Chemistry, University of New South Wales, and Harvard Medical School, USA, 3ANSTO
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The water-repellent protein – hydrophin EAS
In view of supporting the design of
antifungal agents the authors studied
the properties of the protein coat on a
fungal spore. This coat is formed by a
protein, named EAS, from Neurospora
crassa, which is water-repellent, i.e.
hydrophobic, and classified as a class
I hydrophobin. EAS forms a layer with
defined morphology that covers the

spore surface, with a hydrophobic
surface towards the air, and a
hydrophilic surface towards the spore
contents, and it serves many functional
purposes. At microscopic resolution,
the protein forms a structure of rodlets
packed into a single-molecule thick
layer as shown in Fig. 1. This layer is
extremely robust, resistant to all, but

the most acidic conditions, and is as
hydrophobic as Teflon™ (see Fig. 2).
The rodlets are insoluble and cannot
be crystallised, and this severely limits
the applicability of many methods to
characterise them at a molecular level.

and hydrophobic amino acid residues
that makes the proteins highly
amphipathic and surface-active,
illustrated in Fig.3.

as having the same functional
characteristics as the native proteins,
including the ability to spontaneously
assemble into rodlet monolayers at
hydrophobic–hydrophilic interfaces
with the same regular, well-packed
morphology as is observed on fungal
spores and the same ability to reverse
the wettability of surfaces.

Sample preparation
The structures of the soluble form of
EAS and a functional truncated variant,
EASΔ15, were previously determined
by solution Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. The
structures display a β-sheet topology
characteristic to hydrophobins as
can be seen in Fig. 2 [1]. The surface
exhibits a clear separation of charged

The samples studied were produced
by standard recombinant methods
using laboratory strain E. coli. These
recombinant proteins were verified
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Figure 1
Negatively stained transmission
electronmicrograph of EASD15 rodlets.

Figure 2
Water droplets on bare
octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS)-treated
silicon wafer and on EASΔ15-coated OTStreated silicon wafer layer.

Due to the insoluble and non-crystalline
nature of the rodlets, solid-state NMR
spectroscopy is the method of choice
for studying the underlying molecular
structure at atomic resolution. The
method observes local atomic order
within a sample without long-range
order.
To increase the informative signal
and resolution in the NMR spectra,
the samples were prepared using
either double isotopic labelling with
the stable isotopes carbon-13 and
nitrogen-15, or triple isotopic labelling
with the additional stable isotope
hydrogen-2. Hydrogen-2 (also called
deuterium) labelling serves to reduce
signal loss arising from the otherwise
very high natural abundance of
hydrogen-1. Labelling with nitrogen-15
and carbon-13 enables the sample to

32 Study aids development of antifungal agents

be probed through these atom types
and increases spectral resolution.
Selective introduction of hydrogen-1 in
the sample over a heavily hydrogen-2
labelled background allows detection
of the sparse hydrogen-1 signals
which are otherwise impossible to
be observed. High yield and efficient
labelling of the samples was obtained
through the National Deuteration
Facility at ANSTO, which has developed
methods specifically for isotopic
substitution in proteins.

The measurements
A number of solid-state NMR spectra
were recorded on the double- and
triple-labelled samples. Specifically, the
nitrogen-15/hydrogen-1 correlation
spectrum recorded on EASΔ15 rodlets
shows that a subset of signals stands

out against a broad and poorly
defined bulk. These observations
suggest that the EASΔ15 rodlets have

a twofold molecular composition,
with a structurally conserved and
tightly packed core giving rise to
the well-defined signals, among a
heterogeneous ensemble of disordered
regions giving rise to the broad signals.
Significantly, a comparison of this
nitrogen-15/hydrogen-1 spectrum
and a comparable solution spectrum
recorded on EAS monomers reveals the
protein fold has substantially altered
upon rodlet formation. In particular,
the solid-state EASΔ15 rodlet spectrum
includes new signals from the amino
acids glutamine or asparagine. These
amino acid types are commonly
found to be well-ordered in amyloid
structures and have been implicated in
strengthening the structure [2].
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Figure 3
Overlay of the 20 lowest energy
structures of monomeric EASΔ15
(protein database code 2k6a).

Figure 4
Electrostatic surface of monomeric
EASΔ15 showing positive charge in

blue, and negative charge in red,
and uncharged areas are white/
uncoloured. The image shows strong
charge variation on one side, and
nearly no charge on the other side.
This causes the first side to be highly
hydrophilic, and is consistent with the
second side being hydrophobic.

Identifying the structure
Despite significant disorder in the
samples, signals from 18 amino acid
residues could be identified in the
carbon-13/carbon-13 correlation
spectrum recorded on the doublelabelled rodlets. The positions of these
signals were indicative of ordered
β-sheet structure. This ordered core
β-sheet structure is known to be typical
of amyloid structures, but the solidstate NMR data obtained here gives
direct experimental evidence that this
ordered β-sheet structure is new and
is formed after substantial structural
changes in the monomer, consistent
with the hypothetical model [3,4].

of the monolayer. The structural
heterogeneity of the non-β-sheet core
may offer additional functionalities
and exploration of these possibilities
remains part of ongoing research.
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Zeljko Pastuovic working on
ANSTO’s ANTARES accelerator
which is used for ion beam
analysis and accelerator mass
spectrometry.
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Developing electronic devices
capable of withstanding harsh
radiation

Studies performed by Zeljko Pastuovic at ANSTO’s microprobe facility, in collaboration with a team
of international researchers, are helping to understand, model and predict the detrimental influence
of ionising radiation on semiconducting materials required in millions of electronic devices. The
research aims to develop materials and devices that are able to better withstand the damaging
effects of high energy particles present in harsh radiation environments, such as solar cells, and
power satellites in space, as well as materials used in high-energy physics and accelerators. These
studies will help semiconductor, aerospace and other industries to better understand and extend the
life of electronic devices.

Zeljko Pastuovic1, Ettore Vittone2, Rainer Siegele1, Ivana Capan3, Gyorgy Vizkelethy4, David Cohen1, Milko Jaksic3
ANSTO, 2University of Torino, Italy, 3Ruđer Bošković Institute, Zagreb, Croatia, 4SANDIA, Albuquerque, USA

1

Low-level radiation damage in semiconductor devices
It is known that the electronic and
spectroscopic performances of
semiconductor devices and detectors
progressively degrade during the
exposure to ionising radiation.
Understanding of the mechanisms
underlying the material damage
induced by ionising radiation is
fundamental to evaluate the lifetime
of electronic devices in high radiation
environments (e.g. solar cells in
space radiation environments or
radioisotope-power voltaic cells).

The new model for interpretation of
radiation damage data offers criteria
for the identification of radiation
resistant semiconductor materials.
These criteria or set of parameters are
the property of material, independent
of the experimental conditions (i.e. the
type of ionising radiation used for both
damage production and testing).
Emphasis is given to the “single ion”
implantation at ANSTO, studies of
defects produced in the single heavy

ion cascade, and the ion-beam induced
charge (IBIC) detection technique [1]
for electronic microstructures and
radiation damage characterisation.
The presented experimental protocol
and robust theoretical model (valid in a
low-level damage approximation–well
below the amorphisation threshold
value) provide a tool for the radiation
hardness testing and comparison of
materials used for semiconducting
device fabrication.
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Figure 1
The schematics of the ANTARES microprobe setup including the ion-beam focusing
system, microbeam raster scanning control system and data-acquisition system as
used for ion implantation and materials characterisation.

Single heavy ion implantation
tool at ANSTO
The ANTARES microprobe shown in
Fig. 1, is a unique experimental tool
which is capable of delivering a beam
of fast ions, with energies per unit
mass in the 0.1-1.0 MeV/u range, of
majority elements from the periodic
table up to Pb with a magnetic rigidity
ME/q2<150 MeV/e2 (M = ion mass, E =
ion energy and q = ion charge) focused
down to a micrometre size. Because
of such high rigidity value, a great
variety of ion species can be implanted
through surface layers into the bulk
of materials, i.e. the implantation at a
required 3D position in testing devices,
well below surface layers, up to tens
or even hundred of microns deep.
The microbeam scanning pattern
is computer controlled via a dataacquisition system. The total implanted
fluence (ion dose) depends on:

i) microbeam current (particle rate), ii)
scanning frequency (microbeam “dwell
time” per pixel), iii) pixel size, and iv)
number of scans. The particle rate can
be varied from single ions to 1011 ions
per second according to experimental
requirements.

Simulating the induced
defects
Considering heavy-charged particles
only (hadrons and ions), the main
cause of device degradation is the
formation of electrically active defects
following the displacement of atoms
from their sites in the lattice, due
both to the collisions of the primary
irradiating particle with lattice atoms
and to the recoil cascade. Vacancies
are subsequently formed if the
kinetic energy imparted by these
collisions overcomes the threshold
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energy value (named displacement
energy Ed) required to displace a

target atom to more than one atomic
spacing away from its original site. A
simulation of the spatial distribution
of generated vacancies along cascades
of five individual Si ions implanted
in silicon during one single “dwell
time” interval irradiation of a single
pixel area calculated by the Monte
Carlo SRIM2013 code [2], shown
in Fig. 2. The spatial distribution
of stable defect species in the
semiconductor material created by
ionising radiation can be assumed to
be proportional to the initial vacancy
distribution generated by ionising
radiation in the first approximation,
i.e. when the total induced defect
concentration is well below the material
amorphisation threshold value and
subsequent processes of the vacancy
recombination, defect clustering, and
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Figure 2
Monte-Carlo SRIM simulation for the high energy heavy Si ions implantation in a silicon
crystal matrix: A) the cumulative vacancy concentration distribution originating from
five different negligible overlapping ion-projectile cascades corresponding to irradiation
during each interval known as “dwell time” a microbeam spends at a position of every
pixel before moving to another adjacent pixel; B) the surface projection of one typical
cascade showing extent of the disordered region of approximately 100 nm across
is shown in more detail identifying positions of increased vacancy concentration as
regions of increased probability for subsequent vacancy-related defect formation.

lattice relaxation are neglected. In that
particular case, the most important
effect induced by displacement damage
in a semiconductor material is an
increase of the non-equilibrium carrier
trapping / recombination / generation
rate. In a depleted region, such as
the active region of a semiconductor
detector is, the defects capture free
charge carriers of either sign as they
pass through, resulting in incomplete
charge collection.

Characterisation of defects
Deep-level transient spectroscopy
(DLTS) has been used to study
vacancy-related defects formed in bulk
silicon after implantation of silicon
ions at room temperature. For this
study, Schottky diodes (diodes with
low forward voltage drop and a very
fast switching action) prepared from
specially grown, i.e. n-type Czohralski-

grown, silicon wafers have been
irradiated by the focused ion beam with
a 0.1 μA/cm2 particle current density
and up to a fluence value of 1010 cm-2.
Depth profiling of implanted silicon
layer was performed by means of
DLTS at two different voltage settings.
Differential DLTS analysis of the
vacancy-rich region in self-implanted
silicon reveals the formation of
broad vacancy-related defect state(s)
at Ec –0.4 eV, E1 is shown in Fig. 3.
Direct measurement of the electron
capture cross-section associated
with these states at Ec –0.4 eV, prior
to any annealing, does not show the
exponential behaviour typical for
simple point defects. The logarithmic
capture kinetics is in accordance with
the theory of majority carrier capture at
extended or cluster-related defects. Our
DLTS results suggest that small clusters
of V2 (–/0) defects with activation

energy close to Ec –0.4 eV are created

in the highly disordered regions of
silicon before any annealing. Complete
suppression of the VO and V2(=/–) states

in DLTS results is explained according
to the model of local compensation
of the carrier concentration in highly
disordered regions located within
the ion cascade region [3]. We have
also detected formation of two deep
electron traps at Ec –0.56 eV (E2) and
Ec –0.61 eV (E3) in the interstitial-rich
region, before any annealing.

Charge collection efficiency
analysis and modelling
The degradation of the chargecollection efficiency (CCE) of a
semiconductor detector due to the
damage induced by ions of different
mass and energy can be interpreted on
the basis of a simplified theory of the
IBIC technique [1] and the ShockleyRead-Hall theory [4]. The new model,
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Figure 3
Three deep defect states created following individual Si ion implantation of the
low n-type doped Czochralski grown silicon are identified by differential deep-level
transient spectroscopy, DLTS, analysis of vacancy-rich (blue circles) and interstitial-rich
(red circles). The inset figure shows the results of carrier capture cross-section analysis
determining the majority of created stable di-vacancy V2 point defects are actually not
separated individual point defects but small clusters of gathered point defects.

based on the previous model we
developed [5], leads to the definition
of “effective fluence” Φ*. The parameter
effective fluence involves vacancy and
ionisation profiles extracted from
the SRIM or similar codes, as well as
the transport properties of charge
carriers generated in active region
of semiconducting device. The most
notable advantage of the proposed
approach to modelling the CCE
degradation (i.e. particle induced
radiation damage) as a function of
the new parameter effective fluence is
independent of the ion type and energy.
It can be numerically calculated in the
low damage regime. Fig. 4 illustrates
that the slope of the CCE degradation
as function of Φ*, i.e. the effective
damage factor k*, is proportional to the
fraction of the electrically active trap
per vacancy generated. This parameter

can be considered an index that would
reliably rank the relative radiation
hardness of semiconductors in order
to optimise the selection procedure
for devices working in high radiation
environment. Our approach has proved
to be more efficient to condense the
CCE degradation data into a single
curve than the phenomenological
displacement damage dose analysis [6],
whose NIEL (Non Ionizing Energy Loss)
scaling (i.e. the comparison of the total
deposited energy for displacement of
target atoms by different ions or any
other particle creating damage, e.g.
pions, neutrons, electrons etc.), was
proven to be valid only in the case
of constant vacancy profile across
the whole region of interest of the
semiconducting device [7].
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Implications for the
development of future devices
The most important outcomes of our
radiation hardness studies on simple
silicon diodes are:
1.

The experimental protocol which
requires focused ion beams with
different masses and energies is, in
principle, suitable to be applied to
any semiconductor device.

2.

The interpretative model requires
the output of SRIM, charge carrier
capture cross-sections for traps
which are identified by DLTS
analysis and the knowledge of the
electrical features of the devices
(mainly weighting potentials and
drift velocities).
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Figure 4
Measured charge-collection efficiency, CCE, values (symbols) and parabolic
interpolation (lines) for 1.4 MeV He ion detection in selected areas of biased silicon
diodes irradiated with different fluences of several damaging particles (1.4 MeV He,
2.15 MeV Li , 4.0 MeV O and 11 MeV Cl). The left panel shows the commonly used
presentation of CCE values as a function of fluence, whereas in the right panel, the
same measured CCE values are presented as a function of the effective fluence value,
which is the output of our theoretical modelling – condensation of the ion-beam
induced charge, IBIC, data presented in the framework of the new IBIC model is
clearly obvious.

3.

The output of these analyses is the
evaluation of the ke and kh factors,
i.e. the number of active electrical
traps formed per single vacancy
initially created. These factors
can be considered as fingerprints
of the semiconductor material
radiation hardness.
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James Hester and Annemieke
Mulders setting up an experiment
at ANSTO’s high-intensity powder
diffractometer, Wombat.
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Deeper understanding paves
the way for high performing
information technologies

Magnetic and ferroelectric materials are essential components in dozens of electronic devices and
machines we use every day – but some of the mechanisms underlying their behaviour are not well
understood. This study by ANSTO’s James Hester and his colleagues is aimed at better understanding
these mechanisms, and subsequently developing higher-performing and more capable information
technologies.
Magnets are used in components ranging from speakers, electric motors and some power plugs
through to computer hard drives and automatic teller machine cards. Ferroelectric materials are
not only used in some types of Random Access Memory (RAM) devices and in Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) equipment, but also for electronic toll collections on toll roads, security and
access management systems and for tracking goods and animals.
Magnetic materials respond to changes in an applied magnetic field. These changes are usually
‘remembered’ after the field has been turned off. Similarly, ferroelectric materials have a
spontaneous electric polarisation that can be reversed by applying an external electric field, and the
new polarisation remains when the electric field is removed.
Magnetism and ferroelectricity are usually mutually exclusive, but there is a handful of materials
that are known to possess both magnetic and ferroelectric properties – they are called ‘multiferroic’.
Multiferroic materials have the potential to be extremely useful, for example, in the control of the
magnetic components in memory-storage devices through electric manipulation, which provides
faster storage and retrieval of information.

Annemieke Mulders1, Maciej Bartkowiak1, James Hester2, Ekaterina Pomjakushina3, Kazimierz Conder3
1

University of New South Wales, Canberra, 2 ANSTO, 3 Paul Scherrer Institute, Switzerland

Frustrated charges
Rather than arising from covalent
bonding between ions, ferroelectric
polarisation may instead arise from
frustrated charge order, as reported
for LuFe2O4. This compound is of
particular interest as the magnetism
originates from the same Fe ions as
the ferroelectricity, suggesting that
there will be strong magneto electric
coupling. In addition, both ferroelectric
and magnetic ordering take place
at or near ambient temperature,

opening the way to room-temperature
applications.
LuFe2O4 forms a series of stacked
Fe-containing bilayers (Fig. 1). Charge
ordering occurs when the valence of
each Fe ion forms a regular pattern,
as indicated by the red Fe3+ and blue
Fe2+ atoms in the figure. This charge
order results in a net polarisation
of the bilayer along both the [110]
(diagonal within the layer) and [001]

directions (perpendicular to the
layers). The purple arrows indicate the
magnetic moments of the iron ions.
These bilayers are stacked parallel or
antiparallel along the c-axis to form
a ferroelectric or antiferroelectric
alignment.
Long-range magnetic order is signalled
by the appearance of peaks in neutron
diffraction patterns, and intensity
changes in these peaks give insight
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Figure 1
Structure of LuFe2O4 [3] in the chargeordered state showing the FeO5 bilayer
and indicating small red Fe3+ and large
blue Fe2+ ions, with purple magnetic
moments of 5 μB and 4 μB. The oxygen
atoms are omitted for the sake of clarity.

into the nature of the ordering. The
magnetic order in a single crystal of
LuFe2O4 was therefore investigated

using the Wombat high-intensity
neutron diffractometer [1] at ANSTO
in single-crystal mode. A change in
the magnetic long-range order was
observed when an applied electric field
was present while cooling through the
magnetic-ordering temperature [2].
Fig.2 shows that the long-range charge
order that is promoted by the electric
field is stabilised by the magnetic order,
as demonstrated by the increased
intensity of all magnetic domains.

A possible mechanism for
stabilisation of the magnetic
order
It is proposed that antiferromagnetic
order in the Fe bilayers facilitates the

formation of long-range charge order
because electron hopping between
the sheets of the bilayer is assisted
by the alignment of the Fe2+ and Fe3+
spins. According to Hund’s rules for
determining the distribution of electron
spins between available orbitals, all the
available orbitals should be populated
by single electrons with the same spin
before any opposite spin electrons
are added. Therefore, Fe3+ has five 3d
electrons with spin up, and Fe2+ has
five 3d electrons with spin up and one
with spin down. This latter spin down
electron can jump from Fe2+ to the Fe3+
much more easily if the spin-down
states of the latter are empty. This is
the case for parallel alignment of the
Fe2+ and Fe3+ moments. Thus, electron
hopping in the majority Fe2+ layer is
arrested, because the Fe2+ and Fe3+
ions have opposite moments, while
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3d electron hopping is promoted in
the minority Fe2+ layer because some
neighbouring Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions have
parallel moments (double-exchange
mechanism). This creates a convenient
mechanism to switch between
ferroelectric and antiferroelectric
arrangements of the bilayers. As such,
the magnetism assists the ferroelectric
order to align with the electric field and
enhance the electric polarisation.

Future perspectives
This work has led to a constructive
hypothesis regarding stabilisation of
ferroelectric ordering in multiferroic
materials. The essential ingredients in
such a scheme are a mixed-valence ion
with partially filled orbitals; a structure
in which these ions are distributed
in hexagonal bilayers; and sufficient
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Figure 2
Neutron intensity recorded along the
(1/3 1/3 L) direction at T = 180 K, as a
function of the electric-field-cooling
(EFC) procedure. The magnetic state
obtained after electric-field-cooling to
225 K is compared to the magnetic
state obtained after zero-electric-fieldcooling (ZEFC) (bottom) and to the
magnetic state obtained after electricfield-cooling to 180 K (top, shifted for
clarity). The black dotted line indicates
2-dimensional magnetic order in the a-b
plane, with moments along the c-axis.
The inset shows the integrated intensity,
normalised to the total intensity at zeroelectric-field-cooling, as a function of the
electric-field-cooling sequence.

interaction between the ions to allow
electron hopping. Materials synthesis
informed by this scheme will potentially
lead to multiferroics with desirable
properties, including devices that are
switchable at ambient temperatures.
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(L-R) Gordon Thorogood, Brendan
J. Kennedy, and Max Avdeev next
to ANSTO’s high-resolution powder
diffractometer, Echidna.
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Studies to improve storage and
immobilisation of nuclear waste

04

Technetium is a rare element that was discovered more than 80 years ago and is found on Earth in
very few locations and at extremely low concentrations. It is the lightest element that does not have
a stable (i.e. non-radioactive) isotope and for this reason the chemistry and physics of technetiumcontaining materials can be a challenging subject to study.
Technetium is the base material in one of the most widely used radiopharmaceuticals (nuclear
medicines) used to diagnose heart disease, cancer and skeletal injuries but it also forms a critical part
of the nuclear fuel cycle. Its presence in used fuel elements poses significant challenges in nuclear
waste management.
ANSTO researchers and their colleagues discovered that ternary technetium oxides possess very
unusual physical properties. Neutron diffraction studies at ANSTO’s OPAL research reactor were used
to shed light on the magnetic structure of technetium containing materials and provide essential
information for further studies of magnetism in these technetium compounds.
The knowledge gained from this and subsequent studies will help researchers better understand the
chemical and physical properties of technetium compounds, and thus open new ways to improving
methods for storing and immobilising nuclear waste containing technetium.

G.J. Thorogood1, B.J. Kennedy2, M. Avdeev1
ANSTO, 2University of Sydney

1

Characteristics of technetium
Technetium is the lightest element, see
Table 1, that does not have a stable
isotope and can be found on Earth
in extremely low concentrations only
at the locations of natural nuclear
reactors, such as Oklo in Africa [1].
Nevertheless, it occupies a central
position in contemporary nuclear
medicine, being one of the most
commonly used radiopharmaceuticals.
Technetium is also a critical part
of the nuclear fuel cycle, and its
presence in used fuel elements poses
significant challenges in storage and
immobilisation of nuclear waste.

Despite the obvious technological and
economic importance of technetium,
the progress in experimental research
of its compounds has been slow in
contrast to the neighbours in the
Periodic Table. In particular, the
oxides SrMoO3 and SrRuO3 have
been extensively studied and both
show unique electronic and magnetic
properties. The conductivity of the
former is amongst the highest of all
metal oxides, and the latter is a rare
example of a ferromagnetic 4d metal
oxide. It might be expected, therefore,
that SrTcO3 shows unusual electronic

and magnetic properties, but prior to
this work just how unusual these were
was unclear. These compounds are
called ‘perovskite’ as they have a similar
structure as the mineral CaTiO3 (named
after the Russian mineralogist Lev
Perovski). The physical properties of
perovskites are of interest in materials
science due to their superconductivity,
magnetoresistance, ionic conductivity,
and a multitude of dielectric properties
of importance in microelectronics and
telecommunication.
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Table 1
Technetium in the Periodic Table.

Figure 1
Portions of the observed neutron
patterns from SrTcO3 (wavelength

λ = 1.538Å) illustrating the evolution
of the magnetic reflections. The
variable-temperature neutron
diffraction measurements established
the temperature at which magnetic
ordering is destroyed by thermal
fluctuations (Néel temperature). The
Néel temperature in excess of 1000 K
is the highest for any metal oxide not
containing a 3d transition metal.

Sample preparation
We prepared polycrystalline samples
of the two perovskites SrTcO3 and
CaTcO3 using the facilities at ANSTO’s
Institute for Materials Engineering.
Subsequently, we performed neutron
diffraction on the two oxides using
the Echidna diffractometer [2] at the
OPAL facility. Neutron diffraction
has two advantages for this work,
firstly it provides great sensitivity
to the positions of the oxygen
atoms, something that is essential
to determine accurate and precise
structures of these types of oxides;
and secondly neutrons have their own
magnetic moments and thus can be
used to probe magnetic structures.

Structure determination
Neutron diffraction measurements
(Fig. 1) of both samples showed
magnetic ordering at room
temperature. Analysis of the high-

resolution neutron diffraction data
revealed that SrTcO3 adopts a distorted
perovskite structure with G-type
antiferromagnetic ordering, see Fig. 2
left structure.

Variable-temperature neutrondiffraction measurements where then
performed to investigate the evolution
of crystal structure on heating and
establish the Néel temperature, i.e.
the temperature at which magnetic
ordering is destroyed by thermal
fluctuations. These measurements
demonstrated that SrTcO3 is
isostructural with SrRuO3 and displays
the same sequence of structures upon
heating [3]. More remarkable was its
Néel temperature, above 1000 K. This
is the highest Neel temperature (TN) for
any metal oxide that does not contain a
3d transition metal.
Electronic structure calculations
confirmed that the ground
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state corresponded to G-type
antiferromagnetic and that the
d-orbitals of Tc+4 are strongly hybridized
with the p-orbitals of oxygen driving TN
up [4]. These calculations suggest that
replacing Sr with Ca should result in
a reduction in the Néel temperature.
This was experimentally verified,
using a combination of neutron and
synchrotron X-ray diffraction data
[5]. A significant difference between
CaTcO3 and SrTcO3 was that the former
displayed no crystallographic phase
transitions upon heating, although
evidence for magnetostriction was
found (Fig. 3) at the Néel temperature
of 800 K. Magnetostriction is a property
of magnetic materials causing them
to alter shape or dimensions during
the magnetisation process, due to
internal stresses. In this case, as the
temperature rises and magnetisation
is lost, the lattice parameters, and
hence volume, return to the linear
extrapolation.
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Figure 2
The magnetic structures tested against
the neutron powder diffraction data
collected for SrTcO3. The leftmost

model, G-type antiferromagnetic
ordering, was found in the material.

Figure 3
Temperature dependence of lattice
parameters (a, b, c and the unit-cell
volume) for CaTcO3 from analysis of
synchrotron X-ray diffraction data [5].
The solid line is a linear extrapolation
of the high-temperature volume.

Our results
Using both neutron powder and
synchrotron X-ray diffraction methods
we have demonstrated that SrTcO3 has
a G-type antiferromagnetic structure
with a Néel temperature above 1000 K,
the highest for any metal oxide not
containing a 3d transition metal. We
have also shown that, by substituting
Ca for Sr, the Néel temperature is
lowered to 800 K with evidence for
magnetostriction without a phase
change as seen in the SrTcO3. We now
plan to study other Tc perovskites to
see if they also have interesting
magnetic properties, as well as other
mechanisms for inducing magnetic
properties in Tc materials.
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LIFE SCIENCES
Using nuclear tools and techniques, ANSTO undertakes a range of research
into common diseases including coronary heart disease, stroke and
neurodegenerative diseases, like Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s, to improve
the health of all Australians.
The studies presented in this section use the wide-ranging techniques
available at ANSTO: from radioisotopes produced for labelling particular
compounds to accelerator science and neutron scattering.
Using some of these techniques, we gain further knowledge of how cells
behave in the event of a stroke and study the role of calcium in neurons to
better understand the onset of dementia.
Another study investigates organisms that live and operate at different
temperatures - chickens, humans, platypus and the salt-water crocodile
- and how their thermal stability is influenced by the oxygen-carrying
haemoglobin.
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(L-R) Benjamin Fraser, Anwen
Krause-Heuer, Lidia Matesk and
Tien Pham in the radiochemistry
laboratory.
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New imaging agents to
diagnose stroke

Stroke is Australia’s second largest killer after coronary heart disease, and affected 60,000 Australians
in 2011. Stroke costs the Australian health system more than $2 billion annually and is expected to
increase with Australia’s ageing population, unless incidence rates can be lowered [1].
Diagnosing a stroke as quickly as possible is the key to achieving positive outcomes for patients. By
applying their knowledge of how cells behave in the event of a stroke, ANSTO’s Anwen Krause-Heuer

and her colleagues at the French Atomic Energy Agency (CEA) have developed molecules that will help
do just that and result in early diagnosis.
The processes of cell division and programmed cell death - called apoptosis – keeps living organisms
in a stable state. Between 50 and 70 billion cells die in an adult human every day. This happens by
cells communicating with one another and activating a series of enzymes that initiate apoptosis. In
some instances, programmed cell death can stop occurring normally, leading to disease. During a
stroke, cells are starved of oxygen. This activates particular enzymes, called caspases, which then
begin the process of cell death causing irreparable damage.
ANSTO and CEA researchers worked together on a joint project to develop small molecules which can
be radiolabelled with fluorine-18 and bound to the enzymes involved in apoptosis. The intention is
that the compound can then, potentially, be injected into a patient so that a PET scan reveals pictures
of the affected brain area, allowing the stroke to be diagnosed more quickly.
It is intended that this Australian-French research will contribute to the development of an innovative
new radiopharmaceutical that enables earlier diagnosis and greater treatment options for stroke
patients.

Anwen Krause-Heuer1, Nicholas Howell1, Lidia Matesic1, Geetanjali Dhand1, Tien Pham1, Franck Sobrio2
Ivan Greguric1, Benjamin Fraser1
ANSTO, 2Commissariat à l’énergie atomique (CEA)/LDM-TEP, Caen, France

1

Enzymes initiating cell death
During cell death, i.e. apoptosis, a
cascade of signals from extracellular
molecules activate a cell receptor.
Subsequently this receptor creates
a response by altering intracellular
molecules. This signal transduction
cascade activates particular enzymes:
the cysteine-dependant aspartyl
protease (caspase) family of enzymes
that ultimately results in cell death.
There are 11 known human caspases

which are divided into three groups.
The Group 1 caspases (caspase-1,
-4, -5, -11 and -12) are involved in
inflammation. Group 2 caspases
(caspase-2, -8, -9 and -10) are involved
in apoptosis by initiating the Group 3
caspases (caspase-3, -6 and -7), which
are known as executioner caspases [2].
Group 3 caspases destroy key cellular
substrates and activate the processes
that degrade cellular DNA [3]. It is
the executioner caspases, specifically

caspase-3 and caspase-7 that are
of most interest in the imaging of
apoptotic disease. Small molecules that
can bind to caspases will travel to areas
of the body with high apoptotic activity,
providing the ability to diagnose the
diseases that are causing this event.
Potentially, inhibiting these caspases
from participating in apoptosis may
also have therapeutic applications in
treating diseases such as stroke.
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Figure 1
Structures of isatin-based caspase
inhibitors, showing positions for
[18F]-radiolabelling and variation of
N-benzyl substituent.

Substances to inhibit cell
death
There are certain synthetic chemical
substances that are known to be
inhibitors of caspases. Isatin derivatives,
illustrated in Fig. 1, are some of the first
non-peptide based inhibitors, and they
have previously been shown to be
potent and selective inhibitors of
caspase-3 and -7. Early examples from
this class of inhibitors include 1 and 2
(Fig. 1), which demonstrated the
importance of the stereochemistry
of the pyrrolidine ring. Numerous
N-substituted variants of 1 and 2
(Fig. 1) have been synthesised, with the
variants containing benzyl groups (such
as 3, in Fig. 1) some of the most potent
caspase inhibitors. This position has
also served as a method for introducing
a fluorine-18 atom, for non-invasive
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positron emission tomography (PET)
imaging studies for diagnosis of
apoptotic diseases. The compound
WC-II-89 (3 in Fig. 1) is a potential
[18F]-radiotracer for imaging caspase-3
activation in rats [4]; however, it has
some drawbacks, such as low tracer
clearance from the body and high
tracer levels in the blood [5]. Our work
has followed on from this in attempts
to further optimise this class of
compounds, by investigating the
pyrrolidinyl side chain (4 in Fig. 1) as an
alternate and novel position for
[18F]-radiolabelling.

Rationale
Fluorine-18 is the major radioisotope
used in PET scans for disease diagnosis.
[18F]-Radiolabelled caspase inhibitors
have previously demonstrated potential

as PET imaging agents, however, further
optimisation of radiotracers is required.
We have designed and synthesised
a series of twelve new N-alkylated
2-(fluoromethyl)pyrrolidinylsulfonyl
isatins (Fig. 1: general structure 4 &
Fig. 2). [18F]-Radiolabelling at the novel
position of the pyrrolidinyl side-chain
produced compounds with increased
water-solubility/decreased fat-solubility
(more hydrophilic), which may improve
characteristics such as metabolic
stability, clearance from the body, and
brain uptake. Modifications of the
N-alkyl substituent allowed for further
fine tuning to the fat-solubility of the
molecule (more lipophilic). Tailoring the
fat-solubility may improve the ability
of the compound to pass through the
cell membrane and get inside the cell,
whilst importantly retaining the caspase
selectivity and potency.
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caspase inhibition of each molecule
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I

I
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Less water soluble/
more fat soluble

In vitro caspase inhibition
In vitro enzyme screening was
conducted for each new compound
synthesised to assess inhibition of
caspase-3 and -7, and selectivity for
these caspases over others (caspase-1,
-6 and -8). This assay measured the
concentration of the compound at
which the caspase activity was reduced
to 50%, or IC50 value: the lower the
value, the more potent the inhibitor.

All compounds were inactive against
caspase-1, -6 and -8 , whilst highly
potent against caspases-3 and -7,
indicating good selectivity. We found
that replacing the methyl (Fig. 1: 1)
or phenyl (Fig. 1: 2, 3) group on the
pyrrolidinyl side chain with a fluorine
atom (Fig. 1: 4) gave molecules with
similar caspase inhibition, validating
our rationale of providing an alternate
position for radiolabelling. The N-benzyl
derivatives synthesised (see Fig. 2) all

displayed very low IC50 values (less
than 50 nM) against caspase-3 and -7
inhibition; with 4-benzyl substituted
compounds the most potent.
Although changing the position of
the substituent from the 4-position
to either the 2- or 3- position retained
activity for caspase-3 and -7, the
compounds displayed decreased
selectivity, with some inhibitory activity
towards caspase-1 and -6 observed.
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Figure 3
Cyclotron production of 18F-.

Figure 4
Chemical structures of compounds
involved in [18F]-radiolabelling
reactions.
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This suggests that the substituent
position on the benzyl group may be
important for interaction with the active
site on the enzyme.

Radiochemistry
[18F]-HF was produced at ANSTO’s
Camperdown facilities, using the
18
O(p, n)18F nuclear reaction. In this
reaction, protons are accelerated in
a cyclotron and bombarded onto an
18
O-water target, causing the knockout
of one neutron from the nucleus,
resulting in a [18F]-nucleus. Fig. 3 shows
a schematic view of the nuclear
reaction process and the cyclotron
at the Camperdown facility.
Initial proof-of-principle [18F]radiolabelling was conducted on
the p-methoxy compound due to
its intermediary lipophilicity (Fig. 2).
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18

[ F]-r adiolabe lled ring-ope ned product

Initially, the [18F]-HF aqueous solution
is treated with Kryptofix[2.2.2] and
potassium carbonate and dried to
remove water. The Kryptofix acts to
complex the potassium ion, leaving a
highly nucleophilic “naked” [18F]-fluoride
ion, shown in Fig. 4. The p-methoxy
labelling precursor was then reacted
with the [18F]-fluoride, followed by
treatment with HCl to close the isatin
ring (Fig. 4). After treatment with
HCl, the crude reaction mixture was
then purified using high-pressure
liquid chromatography (HPLC) to
yield the [18F]-labelled product in
15% radiochemical yield and high
radiochemical purity.
The identity of the product was
confirmed by co-injection of the [18F]radiolabelled compound with the
non-radioactive standard compound.
The chromatogram obtained is shown

18

[ F]-radio labelled pro duct

in Fig. 5 [6] demonstrating that the
radiolabelled product and the nonradioactive standard co-eluted at the
same retention time.

What is next?
A second inhibitor will be selected for
radiolabelling to investigate potential
differences in the biological behaviour
of the compounds. The two successfully
[18F]-radiolabelled caspase inhibitors
will undergo in vivo evaluation in an
animal model for stroke, including
PET imaging, biodistribution and
radiometabolite studies. This evaluation
will be carried out with our partners in
France. Our collaborative project will
contribute towards developing a novel
radiopharmaceutical for apoptosis
imaging, particularly in stroke patients
to allow an earlier diagnosis and greater
treatment options.
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Figure 5
Absorbance at 254 nm (top) and
corresponding radio-HPLC (bottom)
of collected [18F]-radiolabelled product
co-injected with non-radioactive [19F]standard.
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ANSTO biologist, Nick Howell’s
research is contributing to better
treatments for diseases such as
Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s.
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Research to aid the detection
and treatment of dementia
As a result of many successful health strategies, technologies and initiatives, life expectancy in

02

Australia is higher now than ever before. Although this is a good result, an increasingly ageing
population comes with a number of challenges including a growing number of people with agerelated disabilities.
Dementia is the most common cause of disability in Australians over the age of 65. The term
‘dementia’ actually encompasses more than 100 degenerative disorders, including Alzheimer’s,
Parkinson’s and Huntington’s diseases, that affect the central nervous system, and in particular the
brain. In order to develop better treatments, we first need to better understand the basic underlying
disease processes.
We know that calcium plays an important role in neurons, which are cells that are essential for a
healthy functioning human nervous system. An alteration in calcium homeostasis is one of the
events known to initiate irreversible deterioration of the nervous system, which ultimately leads to
degeneration of brain tissue.
By measuring particle induced X-ray emissions in sections of inflamed rat brain tissue, ANSTO’s Nick
Howell and his colleagues have been able to capture images of changes in calcium distribution. These
images give potential insight into the early stages of dementia and help scientists better understand
how these diseases start and progress.
It is hoped that the results of this research will enable scientists to not only detect these diseases
before symptoms are visible, but also contribute to the development of better treatments.

Nicholas Howell1, Paul Callaghan1, Rainer Siegele1, Richard Banati1,2
1

ANSTO, 2University of Sydney, New South Wales.
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Figure 1
AMPA- an excitatory amino acid
analogue for the endogenous
neurotransmitter glutamate.
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Figure 2
AMPA- an excitatory amino acid
analogue for the endogenous
neurotransmitter glutamate.

also removes the membrane potential
across the inner mitochondrial
membrane causing the mitochondria
to swell and release various reactive
oxygen species; see scheme in
Fig. 1 [5].
The reaction of the immune response
within the brain can be visualised via
microglia, brain macrophage cells,
which migrate to the site of injury and
engulf the dead and dying neurons [5].

Inducing excitotoxic injury
We have employed a well-characterised
model of excitotoxicity in these studies,
in which the stimulus, the excitatory
amino acid, α-amino-3-hydroxy-5methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid
(AMPA), (see Fig. 2) was injected
stereotaxically into the striatal brain
region (responsible for cognitive
processes) of male Wistar rats (but only

on one side) under anaesthesia. After
recovery, the excitotoxic process and
resulting neuroinflammation proceeds
for seven days after which the samples
are collected [6].

Imaging: altered calcium
homeostasis using µPIXE
The ANSTO high-energy heavy-ion
microprobe and particle induced X-ray
emission device (PIXE) offers a unique
capability of generating quantitative
‘maps’ of the distribution of elements
in post-mortem tissue. Using other
histopathological methods, such
as immunohistochemistry which
shows neuroimmune activation, we
can correlate the images with other
processes coincide with the time the
sample is taken.
We used micro-PIXIE (µPIXE) to image
the distribution of calcium

concentration in cryo-sectioned brain
tissue. Using a 3 MeV proton beam with
a spot size of about 7–10 µm and a
beam current of 0.5–0.8 nA, various
atoms within the tissue section are
excited and the resulting X-ray
fluorescence spectra recorded. As
shown in Fig. 3, the characteristic X-ray
lines in the spectra clearly show
fluorescence of P, S, Cl, K and Ca, which
are critical electrolytes in all cells. We
also observed characteristic lines for
Fe, Zn, Mn and Br, some of which are
present as trace elements. By fitting the
known spectral profiles for these
elements, quantitative maps of the
distributions of them within the brain
section can be reconstructed, as shown
in Fig. 4) [7].
The reconstructed image illustrates
significant increases in calcium
concentration within the right striatum,
where excitotoxicity was elicited.
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Figure 3
µPIXE spectra taken over a 2 x
2 mm2 area in the region of the
neuroinflammation and for comparison
a spectrum over the same area on the
right brain hemisphere.

Reductions in K and S are seen within
the site of excitotoxic injury, indicating
reduced cellular density as a result
of neurodegeneration. Adjacent
brain sections displayed significant
up-regulation, demonstrated with
immunohistochemistry, of integrin αM
(Fig. 5), a cell surface protein involved
in the adhesion and migration of
immune cells. This indicates that the
endogenous immune cells of the brain,
the microglia, are ‘activated’ in response
to neurodegeneration within the area.

What can we learn from
calcium?
Imaging elemental distributions in the
brain using µPIXE has demonstrated
large fluxes of calcium concentration,
in response to excitotoxic injury.

Currently, excitotoxic injury is
visualised by analysing the level of
neuroinflammation. As calcium influx is
the major initiating factor of excitotoxic
injury, this method—developed at
ANSTO—has the potential to visualise
the excitotoxic process before the
resulting neuroinflammation. This
provides another unique approach
for assessing disease, in particular
the correlation of in-vivo pathology
with post-mortem alterations. Invitro methods on biopsy material are
the mainstay of histopathological
assessment of disease clinically.
Validating the use of in-vivo imaging,
such as positron emission tomography
(PET), from biopsy histopathology data
allows greater power in assessing
disease progression in patients
compared to invasive procedures

60 Research to aid the detection and treatment of dementia

or situations where biopsies are not
possible. It is hoped that imaging
calcium elemental distribution will give
the ability to visualise the early time
points and origin of the injury. This
approach can be used as an indicator of
‘prodromal’ or disease initiation before
symptoms appear in diseases (initially
in animal models) such as:
•

Neurodegenerative disease

•

Epilepsy

•

Amphetamine related cognitive
dysfunction

This will allow a greater understanding
of the initiating factors and brain
regions in response to various stimuli
thereby increasing our understanding
of the role of this fundamental process
in many related pathologies.
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Figure 4
Elemental maps of Ca, K, S and P,
together with an optical image of the
analysed area.

Figure 5
Optical image of a rat brain section.
The image clearly shows the region of
the neuroinflammation in the AMPA
lesioned rat. The sample was stained
by OX-42 immunohistochemistry, a
biomarker for microglial activation
resulting from localised excitotoxic
damage of neurons.
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Haemoglobin is essential for the
effective functioning of human
bodies, with haemoglobin
deficiencies causing diseases
such as anemia.
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Haemoglobin study sheds light on
one of our bodies most important
molecules

03

Haemoglobin molecules store oxygen in the body, and red blood cells transport this vital storage
unit around the body. Haemoglobin is essential for the effective functioning of our bodies, with
haemoglobin deficiencies causing diseases such as anemia. It is therefore important that we understand
how haemoglobin works and what factors affect its functioning. In this study researchers look at
how haemoglobin molecular operations are optimised based on body temperature by comparing
haemoglobin function in different animals.
Chris Garvey and researchers from France and Germany have been working to gain a better
understanding of the molecular basis for this optimisation which involves a complex interplay between
structure and the internal flexibility of the structure.
To undertake this study, the researchers selected haemoglobins from species which regulate their body
temperature over a range of external conditions, including platypus, domestic chicken and humans, and
species which do not have a regulated body temperature, including the salt water crocodile.
The researchers discovered that there is a positive correlation between the thermal stability of the
environment around these oxygen storage cells (i.e. the protein) and its resilience - shedding light on how
haemoglobin may have evolved to carry oxygen best at different body temperatures in different species.
Computer simulations were used to examine which part of the haemoglobin molecule from different
species was responsible for the change in the overall softness of the protein.
Having gained a better understanding of haemoglobin function, the next steps are to examine
observations in the context of oxygen affinity, or how well haemoglobin molecules hold on to oxygen.
This will be possible with further development of instruments at ANSTO’s OPAL research reactor facilities.

Christopher J. Garvey1, Sophie Sacquin-Mora2, Andreas Stadtler3
ANSTO, 2Institut de Biologie Physico-Chimique, France
Jülich Center for Neutron Science and Institute for Complex Systems, Germany
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Introduction
Molecular biology tools have made
it possible to test hypotheses about
the functioning of biomolecules by
directly manipulating the structure.
However, this research followed
an older experimental tradition,
comparative physiology, where aspects
of biological functioning are compared
in the context of animals with differing
physiology [1]. This traditional method
was coupled with the tools of modern
soft condensed matter science;

computer simulations together with
neutron and optical spectroscopy,
which measure the momentum and
energy changes to neutrons when
they interact with a sample, to reveal
information about the softness of
protein [2].
Haemoglobins were selected from
species which regulate their body
temperature over a range of external
conditions (platypus, domestic chicken
and humans) and a species which does

not have a regulated body temperature
(salt water crocodile).
Experimental techniques revealed not
only changes in arrangements and
internal motions of the molecule within
the basic globular shape but also in the
thermal stability of each haemoglobin
molecule. Researchers found a positive
correlation between the thermal
stability of the environment around
these oxygen storage cells (i.e. the
protein) and its resilience.
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Figure 1
The folding of four haemoglobin
molecules into the overall globular
tetrameric structure (Hb4 - RHS). Each
heme group (LHS) which is the site of
oxygen storage is shown in green in
the Hb4 unit.

Species

Body temperature
(°C)

Melting
temperature (°C)

Force Constant
(N m-1)

Platypus

33

60.5

0.11±0.01

Human

36.6

63.8

0.15±0.02

Chicken

41

68.7

0.23±0.03

25-34

68.3

0.18±0.02

Salt water crocodile

Haemoglobin
Although there is a high degree of
similarity between haemoglobin
molecules from different species,
computer simulations were used
to examine which part of the
haemoglobin molecule from different
species was responsible for the change
in the overall softness of the protein.
Having gained a better understanding
of haemoglobin function, researchers
are now looking to examine these
observations in the context oxygen
affinity, i.e. how well haemoglobin
molecules hold on to oxygen, which will
be possible with further development
of instruments at ANSTO’s OPAL
reactor facilities.
Haemoglobin is a polymer of various
amino acids (protein) which in its native
state is folded into a compact globular
shape which includes four separate
haemoglobin molecules (Fig. 1). In
vertebrates the haemoglobin molecule
has been enclosed in a highly
specialised cell known as the
erythrocyte, or red blood cell. The
haemoglobin tetramer, Hb4, is
predominantly found inside red blood
cells. The red blood cell is a recent

evolution; it is present in the circulation
of most vertebrates where it carries an
extremely concentrated solution of the
oxygen storage protein haemoglobin
(about 30%) around the body where it
is essential for metabolic processes. In
its normal functioning in endotherms
(animals that metabolically regulate
their body temperature, e.g. platypus,
domestic chicken and human) it is
regulated at a relatively narrow range
of temperatures, the body
temperature. Ectotherms (e.g. the
saltwater crocodile) do not
metabolically regulate their body
temperature but instead use
behavioural strategies. The
physiological problem that must be
solved by the haemoglobin molecule is
that it must store oxygen from the
atmosphere in the lungs, and in the
peripheral circulation in the small
blood vessels found in many sorts of
tissue; but it must also release the
oxygen so that it may be used for
metabolic activity.
Oxygen is held in one of four heme
groups (Fig. 1). Various factors are
already known to influence the binding
of O2 to these sites including the
binding of other O2’s to the other sites
within the tetramer, the presence of
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Table 1

different phosphate molecules which
are related to cell metabolism [3] and
pH. In this study we have examined
the haemoglobin from endotherms
with a range of body temperatures
and an ectotherm in the context of
the operating body temperature
(Table 1 [4]).

The Measurements
The backscattering spectrometers
IN13 [5] and SPHERES [6] were used
to study the scattering of neutrons,
or the change in path of neutrons
as a function of angle as well as the
energy change in these neutrons. The
information obtained was the average
fluctuation of hydrogen around its
average position within the Hb4
molecule. For hydrogen atoms on a
ridged molecule this value is small.
For softer molecules the fluctuation
is greater and made as a function of
temperature the measurement allows
us to measure a mean force elastic
constant. Our measurements suggest
that that a certain amount of water
is necessary to obtain and maintain
the internal motions necessary for
biological function of haemoglobin, but
also at this level for the endotherm the
force constant parallels the order of
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Figure 2
The neutron spectometers, IN13
(left) at the Instiute Laue Langevin
(Grenoble, France) [5], and SPHERES
at Jülich Centre for Neutron Science
(Garching, Germany) [6].

the body temperature, that is to say the
platypus has the softest haemoglobin
and that the chicken has the stiffest
(table 1). The crocodile’s haemoglobin
is quite stiff compared to the other
haemoglobins but it must function over
a range of temperatures.
Circular dichroism spectroscopy
measures the differences in absorption
of two different polarisations of light
in the ultra-violet/visible regime.
This method was used to determine
the different folding of the four
haemoglobin molecules within the
overall globular shape as a function of
temperature. Specifically we focussed
on the loss of a particular aspect of the
structure, the α-helix, using the spectra
at the 222 nm (ultraviolet) region,
and a temperature at which there is
a partial unfolding of the structure.
We found that for the endotherms
studied the order of the unfolding
temperature is the same as the body
temperature. These measurements
are used to indicate the overall stability
of the haemoglobin molecules in its
functional structure.

Combining results with the
computer simulations
While the haemoglobins molecules
for each species are quite similar, they
all fold into the same basic tetrameric
globular structure, but they differ
subtly by the chemistry along the chain

of the haemoglobin. We have used
computer simulations to understand
which regions of the folded protein
are responsible for the changes in the
thermal stability and overall softness
of the proteins. The initial step was
to build a credible three dimensional
model of the arrangements of the
molecule within the overall globular
shape—the precise three dimensional
structure is not known for platypus
and crocodile haemoglobin. The
simulations allowed us to determine
which residues are responsible for
changes in the force constant for
the overall molecules determined by
neutron spectroscopy.
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In terms of the biological function of
the haemoglobin molecule in different
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around the oxygen storage site. Each
Hb4 molecule must function to allow
the oxygen to bind and be released
according to physiological need.
Our further investigations aim to
understand these observations in the
context of oxygen affinity, but we also
speculate that some of the mediators
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with changes in the internal dynamics
of the haemoglobin molecule. Further
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pursue our research at Australian
facilities.
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IMAGING
Accurate diagnosis is fundamental to good quality health care. ANSTO
produces nuclear medicines for diagnosis, with around 10,000 doses of
nuclear medicine distributed to Australians each week, and undertakes
research using medical imaging to understand biological processes to
develop new treatments.
Advancing medical imaging continues to be a priority for ANSTO. This
section highlights developments in dosimetry (measuring radiation) and
improvements in imaging tools by using parameterisation, modelling and
simulation.
ANSTO and the University of Wollongong developed tiny microdosimeters
that can assess the dose levels of individual cells. The researchers then
tested them in facilities in Germany and Japan using accelerated protons or
carbon ions, widely known as hadron therapy, exploring future prospects
of cancer treatment.
Tools for improving Positron Emission Tomography (PET) imaging are
presented that use simulation tools and sophisticated data processing,
as well as work on improving data analysis tools for the measurement
of physiological parameter (related to cognition, memory, pleasure and
others).
Another study using various imaging techniques (PET/SPECT/CT) at
pre-clinical stage investigates the way in which the body clears itself of
chemotherapy agents to make medication doses safer.
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Dale Prokopovich and his
colleagues have developed
radiation detectors with the
potential to provide more
accurate measurements of
radiation.
68
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Miniature radiation dose
detectors to aid hadron therapy
cancer treatment

01

Nuclear medicine, specifically charged particles produced in research reactors and accelerators, is
effectively used overseas for treating a variety of cancers. Recent developments in particle accelerator
technology have led to dedicated facilities, which use mainly proton and carbon ions, and are
collectively known as hadron therapy facilities.
Hadron therapy is an alternative radiotherapy cancer treatment which is being increasingly used
when other treatment options, such as conventional radiotherapy, cannot be employed because of
risk to vital organs close to the tumour.
In order to improve hadron therapy treatment, it is vital to have an accurate measurement of the
dose the patient is receiving, not only in the treatment area, but also in any surrounding critical
organs such as the brain and nervous tissue, eyes, and reproductive organs.
A collaborative effort by scientists from ANSTO and the University of Wollongong has resulted in the
development of a new, miniature radiation dose detector that uses silicon, similar to that used in
the manufacture of computer processors and USB flash memory devices. Scientists have fabricated
these detectors, called microdosimeters, to be equivalent in size to human cells, and they have been
successfully tested at hadron therapy facilities in Japan and Germany.
Testing demonstrated that these microdosimeters have the potential to provide a more accurate
measurement of the radiation dose received by the area being treated and the surrounding sensitive
organs. Further testing is now planned to continue developing and improving this cutting-edge
technology.

Dale A. Prokopovich1,2, Jayde Livingstone2, Maria Martisikova3, Hiroshi Yasuda4, Michael L. F. Lerch2
Marco Petasecca2, Mark I. Reinhard1,2, Anatoly B. Rosenfeld2
ANSTO, 2Centre for Medical Radiation Physics, University of Wollongong, 3Heidelberg Ion Therapy facility, Germany,
National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan
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In 1946, Robert Wilson at Harvard
University first proposed the use of
charged particles such as protons for
treating cancer [1]. Charged particles
were perceived as being advantageous
over conventional X-rays on account
of the ability to deposit energy deep
in the body with limited dose to the

entry tissue. It took over fifty years
until particle accelerator technology
was ready to take advantage of the
physical properties of charged particle
energy loss before patient treatment
with protons, helium and carbon ions
commenced within dedicated hospital
settings.

‘Hadron therapy’ using carbon ions
is now a significant modality for
the treatment of cancers that are
untreatable using other methods
(unresponsive to conventional
radiotherapy and/or chemotherapy)
or located close to a critical organs or
structures (e.g. eye, brainstem, spinal
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Figure 1
Microscope image of a secondgeneration SOI Microdosimeter
showing the small individual cells.

2.5mm

column, etc.) where healthy tissue
damage is unacceptably high with
conventional radiotherapy. The major
advantages of hadron therapy stem
from the accuracy in dose delivery to
the cancerous tissue while sparing
radiation exposure of the surrounding
healthy tissue. Additionally, in the case
of hadrons, the majority of the dose
is deposited at the end of the range
of the particle within the ‘Bragg peak’
allowing treatment of deep seated
cancers. Dedicated hadron therapy
facilities are in clinical operation in
Japan, Germany and, more recently,
Italy, with hundreds of patients being
successfully treated at each facility
every year.
To further improve the efficacy of
hadron therapy new methods of
measuring the dose to the patients,
both in the treatment volume and to
surrounding critical structures are
needed. Existing dosimetry methods
rely on relatively large thimble sized
gas chambers to estimate the dose
effects to a human cell. With treatment
beams having spatial profiles as small
as 1 mm and the dimensions of gas
chambers in the order of 1 cm, this
approach is grossly inadequate, leading
to the incorrect assessment of the dose
throughout the target volume.
An alternative approach uses detectors
fabricated from silicon using the same
technology as in the manufacture of
computer processors and memory

devices. Known as ‘Silicon on Insulator
(SOI) Microdosimetry’ the use of
semiconductor nanofabrication allows
for the fabrication of detectors with
equivalent sizes to human cells. We
present here results from testing these
SOI Microdosimeters in carbon ion
therapy fields at the Heavy Ion Medical
Accelerator Chiba (HIMAC) in Chiba
City, Japan and the Heidelberg Ion
Therapy (HIT) facility in Germany.

Silicon on Insulator (SOI)
Microdosimetry
SOI Microdosimetry has been used to
investigate the dosimetric properties of
a variety of hadron therapy treatment
fields at both in-field and out-of-field
regions. The energy loss of the ionising
radiation through matter is described
by the ‘Bragg curve’ which results in a
pronounced ‘Bragg peak’ depositing the
energy ultimately in the cancer cells,
but in our study in the dosimeter. The
small physical volume of the packaged
SOI Microdosimeter device (illustrated
in Fig. 1) allows for measurement of
spatially resolved microdosimetric
spectra at a variety of positions along
the Bragg peak and at positions distal
and perpendicular to the Bragg peak
where dose attributable to neutrons,
fragmentation and gamma rays can
be present. Monoenergetic He and C
ion beams were studied at the HIMAC
facility in Japan while a scanning beam
spread out (SOBP) Bragg peak was
studied at the Heidelberg facility. The
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measurements displayed excellent
reproduction of the Bragg peak as well
as measurements of the out-of-field
dose contribution.
SOI microdosimetry provides a means
to measure the dosimetric properties
at the cellular level of an unknown
mixed radiation field. Understanding
the energy deposition by radiation at
the cellular level allows for better
prediction of biological response. SOI
Microdosimetry uses the principles of
microdosimetry [2,3] applied to small
cellular-sized sensitive silicon volumes.
The SOI Microdosimeter consists of a
parallel array of 10x10x10 µm3 sized
silicon sensitive volumes or ‘cells”.
These cells measure the small amount
of energy deposited within the small
volume which can then be used to
determine a Radiobiological
Effectiveness (RBE) of the radiation
field regardless of its composition. This
allows for the measurement of a dose
equivalent to tissue from any arbitrary
radiation field regardless of energy or
composition unlike other methods of
dosimetric measurement.
The SOI microdosimeter has previously
been successfully tested in a variety
of mixed radiation protection fields
including those associated with proton
therapy, fast neutron therapy, boron
neutron capture therapy (BNCT) [4],
high energy quasimonoenergetic
neutrons at the TSL facility in Uppsala,
Sweden [5], the CERF facility at CERN [6]

IMAGING

Figure 2
The SOI Microdosimeters (first and
second-generation) mounted side
by side (grey aluminium boxes with
cables) in a PMMA (Polymethyl
Methacrylate) phantom. The phantom
simulates surrounding tissue for the
dosimetry measurements.

Figure 3
The measured dose-mean lineal
energy deposition at the HIMAC facility
for both 150 MeV/u helium and 400
MeV/u carbon ions taken with a 1st
Generation SOI Microdosimeter.
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Figure 4
The measurement of the dosemean lineal energy deposition along
the central axis of a 5 x 5 x 5 cm3
cubic spread out Bragg peak at
the Heidelberg Ion Therapy facility.
Selected positions along the SOBP
are shown as lineal energy deposition
spectra.
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and the Space Heavy Ion Radiation field
at the NASA Radiation Facility [7]. This is
the first time that SOI Microdosimeters
have been used in a carbon ion therapy
field which is much more complex due
to fragmentation and production of
secondary particles within the
treatment volume.
In the context of hadron therapy, SOI
microdosimetry offers the potential to
measure, with a single detector, the
dose and microdosimetric properties
of both the primary hadron field and
surrounding regions where neutrons
and particle induced fragmentation
reaction products are present. It is very
important to improve the understanding
of dose to surrounding regions as
this would represent the healthy and
sensitive tissue of organs that the
hadron therapy treatment aims to spare
from damage.

A treatment field delivered by a broad
beam of 150 MeV/u (energy of the
particle per nucleon) helium ions and
400 MeV/u carbon ions were studied
at the HIMAC facility at NIRS, Japan. A
scanning beam 5x5x5 cm3 cubic spread

The SOI Microdosimeters were placed in
various positions along the central axis
of the different heavy ion therapy
radiation fields. For the depth
measurements at HIMAC polystyrene
(density 1.04 g/cm3) solid water sheets

out Bragg peak (SOBP), centred at a
depth in water of 61.8 mm as well as
a brain tumour treatment plan were
also studied at the Heidelberg Ion
Therapy (HIT) facility in Germany. These
beams were chosen to investigate
both the Bragg peak doses using SOI
Microdosimetry as well as the out-offield dose components.

of variable thicknesses were used to
change the effective tissue depth of the
therapy beam in relation to the position
of the SOI Microdosimeter. At HIT, a
modular Polymethyl Methacrylate
(PMMA) phantom was used to adjust
the position of the Bragg peak relative
to the SOI Microdosimeter, see Fig. 2.
The PMMA density (1.18 g/cm3) was
adjusted for the calculations to
determine the depth in water of the
SOBP measurements.

Setting up the experiments
The measurements were acquired using
the SOI Microdosimeters connected to
a spectroscopic readout system which
allows measurement of each individual
dose event from each particle within the
cells of the microdosimeter.

Out-of-field measurements were
performed at positions distal to
the Bragg peak position in order to
investigate the contribution from the
nuclear fragments, neutrons and other
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Pos a)

Pos b)

Pos c)

Pos d)

Figure 5
Lateral measurements of the
microdosimetric spectra for the cubic
irradiation. The measurements show
that the particles emitted from the
irradiation area are directed laterally.
All of the measurements were taken
at a depth of 42 mm inside the
phantom.
Pos a) 25 mm from beam isocentre,
Pos b) 28 mm from beam isocentre,
Pos c) 48 mm from beam isocentre,
Pos d) Same position as Pos a) but
rotated 90° towards upstream
direction (Shown on opposite side for
figure clarity).
The three images at the bottom show
the dose profiles (coronal, sagittal
and transverse) from the treatment
planning software.

secondary radiation types. At HIT,
lateral out-of-field measurements were
also taken for the scanning SOBP from
right on the edge of the cubic SOBP
to 23 mm from the edge of the SOBP.
Rotation of the SOI Microdosimeter
by 90° will give an indication of the
direction and therefore the origin
of the secondary radiation dose
components.

Results
The results of the dose-mean lineal
energy depositions acquired along
the axis of the monoenergetic broad
beam irradiations at HIMAC can be
seen in Fig. 3. These measurements
were performed with a 150 MeV/u (600
MeV total) helium-ion beam and a 400
MeV/u (4.8 GeV total) carbon-ion beam.
The lineal energy deposition results for
positions distal to the Bragg peak show
some contribution from fragmentation
and neutrons, particularly evident in
the results for the carbon ion beam.
These components contribute to the
increased dose contribution past
the end of the Bragg peak. Neutrons
deposit energy past the Bragg peak due

to the creation of recoil protons from
the surrounding material (PMMA, solid
water or tissue in a patient). It is critical
to understand the dose from these
components as in a patient it may be
next to a critical or an organ which
could be sensitive to DNA damage
from radiation which may contribute to
secondary cellular mutations.
The SOBP measurements at HIT for
a 5x5x5 cm3 cubic dose volume are
shown in Fig. 4. The lineal energy
deposition spectra for various
positions are indicated along the
SOBP measurements. The high
spatial resolution SOI microdosimeter
allowed accurate investigation of the
microdosimetric energy deposition
features. These radiobiological 12C
SOBP features could not previously
be measured with a TEPC (Tissue
Equivalent Proportional Counter) or
cell experiments. At the very distal part
of the SOBP, a contribution from the
nuclear fragments which originated
within SOBP produces a very high
lineal energy peak. These high energy
lineal energy deposition events are
mostly associated with low energy 12C
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ions and fragments with the low lineal
energy peak related to fast neutron
contribution. These contributions are
well separated from each other. At the
most downstream measurement of the
SOBP the continuum from the neutron
only component can be clearly seen
with a small peak from fragments at
around 10 keV/µm with a maximum
lineal energy deposition at around
1 MeV/µm. The neutron component
is still a major contributor to the lineal
energy deposition spectrum - a depth
of 25 mm past the distal edge of the
SOBP and continues well into the
depth of the phantom and could still be
slightly measured at over 75 mm past
the end of the Bragg peak.
The measurements lateral to the SOBP
show that the majority of the lateral
low energy neutron components come
from within the treatment volume. By
rotating the SOI Microdosimeter, the
side profile of the sensitive volumes
becomes almost negligible and the
SOI Microdosimeter becomes more
sensitive to interactions from particles
originating upstream of the beam. The
lineal energy deposition spectra at
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Figure 6
Left, top to bottom: The Transverse,
Coronal and Sagittal slices of the dose
treatment plan for a patient brain
tumor treatment along the beam
isocentre. The red marks indicate
measurement positions.
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Right: The response along the
isocentre of the SOI Microdosimeter.
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different positions and orientations are
shown in Fig. 5. These measurements
indicate that the majority of secondary
particles are produced within the SOBP
volume.
The SOI Microdosimeter was also used
to measure the dose from positions
along the isocentre of a brain tumour
treatment plan. The measurements
are shown in Fig. 6. The SOI
microdosimeter is able to accurately
reproduce the intricate dose plan and
can be used to verify the complicated
dose profile.

The SOBP measurement showed
an increase in the dose-mean lineal
energy deposition at the distal edge of
the SOBP. This illustrates the advantage
of using the small physical volume of
a SOI microdosimeter compared to a
much larger conventional TEPC.
For the next steps we will be testing the
SOI Microdosimeters in a passive SOBP
at HIMAC for comparison with the
active scanning SOBP measurements
taken at HIT. These measurements
will indicate the source of the
overestimation of dose at the end of
the SOBP.
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A simulated scan, part of the work
undertaken at ANSTO to develop
new radioactive tracers.
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Generating realistic threedimensional biological imaging

Positron Emission Tomography (PET) scanning is a relatively common medical imaging technique
that uses radioactive tracers - chemical compounds in which one or more atoms have been replaced
by a radioisotope that can be seen on a scan - to observe processes occurring inside the body. Such
processes may include blood flow, oxygen use or sugar metabolism. This complex three-dimensional
imaging technique requires sophisticated data processing methods to correct, reconstruct and
analyse the PET information produced, and simulation tools are often used to design, optimise and
validate these data processing methods.
Anthonin Reilhac-Laborde and his ANSTO colleagues are researching and developing new radioactive
tracers, using pre-clinical imaging, for which there are little or no reliable PET data simulation
programs available. The team have successfully adapted and validated the simulation tool PETSORTEO. The study involved simulating raw PET data acquisition, as well as its correction and
reconstruction. The validation showed that the simulation-produced results accurately reflecting
those that would be generated from actual experiments.
The new, validated simulation tool will be used to benefit the scientific research community in many
ways including the production of publicly available simulated PET databases for commonly used
radioactive tracers. This will be an invaluable resource for other researchers optimising their PET data
processing methods for their pre-clinical studies.

Anthonin Reilhac-Laborde, Frederic Boisson, Catriona Wimberley, David Zahra, Hamze Hasar, Marie-Claude Gregoire
ANSTO

Positron Emission Tomography
Positron Emission Tomography (PET) is
an important nuclear medical imaging
technique allowing the observation
of the distribution in space and
time of an injected molecule in the
body. It is mainly used to investigate
functional processes occurring in
the body. PET scanners detect pairs
of gamma rays emitted indirectly by
a positron-emitting radionuclide or

tracer, which is introduced into the
body on a biologically active molecule.
Three-dimensional (3D) image time
sequences of the tracer concentration
within the body are then reconstructed
from the detected events. However,
physical phenomena like photon
scattering, attenuation and scanner
limitation, such as spatial and time
resolution, bias the detected signal and

adequate corrections take place before,
during and after the reconstruction
step. Finally, mathematical models are
used to translate the 3D image time
series into biological parameters or
body functions, such as blood flow,
oxygen use, sugar metabolism, enzyme
activity, neuroreceptor binding site
density and occupancy, to name a few.
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Figure 1
Experimental and simulated results
obtained using the NU-4 2008 Image
Quality Phantom and the associated
Recovery coefficient measurements.

Figure 2
(a) Coronal slice of a simulated
Raclopride scan, (b) and (c) zooms of
the brain extracted from a transverse
and coronal slice, respectively. (d)
Graph showing the detectability
of receptor density variation in a
Raclopride simulated experiment
as a function of the number scans
included in each group.

PET imaging is both sophisticated
and complex, and the accuracy and
exploitability of the final parameters
rely on the adequate choice of
methods and parameters for the
acquisition, correction, reconstruction
and data processing. Our research
focuses on improving the quality of
the PET data, not only by optimising
the current processing methods, but
also by designing and proposing to
the community novel data-processing
techniques. Monte-Carlo-based
simulation of PET data plays a key
role as it provides the underlying

information, offering us the possibility
to compare directly the outcome of the
targeted method with a reference.

Validation of the PET-SORTEO
simulation tool for pre-clinical
scanners
PET-SORTEO is a Monte-Carlobased simulator which enables fast
generation of realistic PET data.
This simulation model has been
thoroughly validated and used for the
geometries of clinical scanners [1].
As data processing techniques are
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specific to each scanner (clinical or
pre-clinical), they must be optimised
and revalidated (and often redesigned)
as the images are different in quality
(e.g. noise, spatial resolution). ANSTO’s
research develops and investigates
new tracers in medical research and
therefore we mainly focus on preclinical imaging using mice and rats, a
domain in which no reliable fast PET
data simulation program was available.
Consequently, we put in place the tools
and resources for the simulation of
realistic pre-clinical images.

IMAGING

In this work, we first adapted and
validated the PET-SORTEO simulation
tool for the geometry of the Siemens
Inveonsmall animal PET scanner,
the most widely distributed scanner
(ANSTO owns and operates three of
them). A thorough validation of the
processing line has been carried out
involving the simulation of the raw PET
data acquisition along with correction
and reconstruction. Each time the
validation compared simulated data
with measurements (e.g. spatial
resolution, count rate performance,
scatter fraction) made in the same
conditions using the actual scanner.
Fig. 1 shows an experimental and
simulated PET image obtained using
the NU-4 2008 Image Quality Phantom
and the associated Recovery coefficient
measurements as a function of the rod
diameter. The recovery coefficient for a
given rod is the ratio of the rod activity
measured from the reconstructed
image and the (unbiased) activity
measured in a large region. The
recovery coefficients measured
for different rod diameters help to
characterise the final spatial resolution.
An ideal PET scanner would offer
infinite spatial resolution, yielding a
recovery coefficient of 1 for any source
diameter.

Simulating realistic
pre-clinical images with PETSORTEO
PET-SORTEO is currently used
intensively by ANSTO and its
collaborators as a tool in various
projects such as the optimisation
of dual mice PET acquisition, image
reconstruction, image registration,
partial-volume-effects correction,
statistical noise removal, kinetic
modelling method and statistical
analysis. We present here a study
regarding the detectability of small

biological variations using standard
acquisition protocol and processing
methods. In this study, two groups
of 9 [11C]Raclopride dynamic PET
scans each were simulated using
PET-SORTEO and a digital model of
a mouse. The molecular distribution
in the body and its evolution across
time used in the simulation of the
first group was representative of the
distribution observed in healthy mice.
We simulated the second group using
exactly the same mouse model and
activity distribution except for a very
small brain structure, called the striata,
in which the activity set corresponded
to a 10% decrease in receptor
density. Each simulated experiment
was corrected, reconstructed and
the receptor density maps were
derived using standard methods
and parameters. The detectability of
the 10% receptor density variation
between the two groups was computed
as the ratio of the voxels found to
be statistically different (paired t
test, p < 0.05) in the striata with the
total number of voxels (a voxel is a
volumetric pixel or volumetric picture
element) in the same region.
Fig. 2 (a,b,c) shows an example of
simulated images of raclopride
distribution in mouse and (c) the
obtained detectability, as a function
of the number of scans per group
included in the study. Results indicate
that with nine scans per group, the
10% variation is detected in 80% of the
volume of the structure.

Future
The development of PET-SORTEO
continues as we are planning to
adapt and validate the simulation
tool for other scanner geometries. In
addition, we are planning to generate
publicly open databases of simulated
PET volumes for commonly used
radiotracers. Such databases are
highly desirable for the assessment
and validation of PET data processing
methods.
ReferenceS
[1] Reilhac A., Batan G., Michel C., Grova C.,
Tohka J., Collins D.L., Costes N., and
Evans A.C.: PET-SORTEO: validation and
development of database of simulated
PET volumes, Nuclear Science, IEEE
Transactions on 52(5), 1321–1328,
October 2005
[2] Reilhac A., Lartizien C., Costes N.,
Sans S., Comtat C., Gunn R.N., and
Evans A.C.: PET-SORTEO: a Monte
Carlo-based Simulator with high count
rate capabilities, Nuclear Science, IEEE
Transactions on 51(1), 46–52, February
2004
[3] Lartizien C., Kuntner C., Goertzen A. L.,
Evans A. C., and Reilhac A.: Validation
of PET- SORTEO Monte Carlo simulations
for the geometries of the MicroPET R4 and
Focus 220 PET scanners., Phys. Med. Biol.
52(16), 4845–62, August 2007
[4] Boisson F., Wimberley C., Zahra D.,
Pham T., Perkins G., Hamze H., Gregoire
M.-C. and Reilhac A.: A NEMA NU
2008 Validated simulation platform
for optimizing biological studies with

This simple study provided us with a
state of play of the sensibility obtained
with this imaging technique, when
using standard processing methods in
Raclopride experiments and sets the
framework for optimisation strategies
that are currently under investigation.

the Inveon pre-clinical PET scanner., In
Preparation.
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Research by Arvind Parmar
(left) and Frederic Boisson is
helping improve cancer patient
treatments.
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Research helps make cancer
medication doses safer and
more effective

Treating cancer patients with drugs requires a fine balance between killing tumour cells without
damaging normal cells, and managing the body’s clearance of anti-cancer drugs so as to be effective
without being toxic to the patient. If the body clears chemotherapy drugs too quickly, the tumour
attacking action is lost, while slower metabolism of anti-cancer drugs results in higher concentrations
of these drugs in the body which in turn causes toxicity and forces treatment to be delayed or
stopped. A better understanding of how to achieve this fine balance will help in the treatment of
cancer patients.
ANSTO’s Arvind Parmer and his colleagues have used the radiopharmaceutical technetium (99mTc)
sestamibi, which acts as a marker, to investigate drug clearance and toxicity. Cancer-free and cancerbearing mice were studied using various medical imaging techniques to follow the distribution of the
markers and better understand the underlying mechanisms in cancer treatment.
The new understanding of how to use medical imaging to monitor clearance of chemotherapy
medication, gained through this study, can now be applied in future studies aimed at identifying
patients at risk of toxicity. This will ultimately lead to better tailoring of medication doses for individual
patients, which will make cancer treatment safer and more effective.

Arvind Parmar1, Frederic Boisson1, Marie-Claude Gregoire1, Andrew Katsifis1, John Allen2, Graham R. Robertson2,
Stephen Clarke3
ANSTO, 2ANZAC Research Institute, University of Sydney, New South Wales
University of Sydney, Royal North Shore Hospital, New South Wales.
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3

The challenges of chemotherapy
When treating cancer patients with
drugs, it is crucial to maintain a fine
balance between killing tumour
cells without damaging normal cells
and managing the body’s clearance
of anti-cancer drugs. Anti-tumour
action is lost if the drug is cleared too
rapidly, while slower metabolism of
chemotherapy drugs results in higher
concentrations in the body which, in
turn, causes toxicity resulting in the
delay or termination of treatment. One
factor known to contribute to altered
drug clearance in cancer patients is
inflammation associated with the
growth of tumours.

We have previously found that the
presence of a tumour causes a
reduction in the enzymes and drug
transporters in the liver that take
up drugs from the bloodstream into
organs such as liver, brain and bone
marrow as well as pumping toxins out
of the body. This reduction results in
slower clearance of drugs. Because
of this some patients develop adverse
side effects from chemotherapy [1].

How can molecular imaging
help?
To assess the impact of tumour-derived
inflammation on the activity of one

family of drug transporters throughout
the body, the bio-distribution of the
radiopharmaceutical markers 99mTcsestamibi in cancer bearing and noncancer bearing mice was investigated.
The radioisotope Technetium, 99mTc,
is combined with a pharmaceutical
agent to create a marker for nuclear
imaging. For the imaging we used the
new Inveon Tri-modality small-animal
imaging system located at the Brain
and Mind Research Institute (BMRI),
an imaging facility run jointly with
ANSTO. The imaging system is versatile
as it can combine three techniques
Single-Photon Emission Computed
Tomography (SPECT), Positron Emission
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Imaging scanner
Inveon Trimodality PET/
SPECT/CT

Protocol

Animal model

SPECT: 99mTc-60 projection,
ROR 30mm, 1 revolution, 15s
projection, 20mm travel, 9 x
20mins scan (3hr total scan
time)

Radiotracer

Balb/c xDBA mice(n=3)
engrafted with Colon 26 (C26)
tumour cells
Balb/c xDBA healthy normal
mice (n=3) as a control group

30 Mbq/100µl of 99mTcsestamibi intravenously,
which is exported from cells
via drug transporters

CT: 220° rotation 220
Projection, 4x4 bin, 113.22µm
effective pixelsize, 600ms
exposure 50kVp, 500µA,
3072x2048, DS1.
Table 1
Imaging system.

Tomography (PET) and Computed
Tomography (CT) in a single integrated
scanner (see Table 1 for details). This
provides three-dimensional imaging
of multiple dynamic volumes and that
are required for our measurements of
bio-distributions.
In our studies, we tested the ability of
99m
Tc-sestamibi to act as a predictive
marker for drug clearance and toxicity
in normal tissues. Our results will
clarify the mechanism linking cancerinduced inflammation to reduced drug
clearance and provide options for
future clinical trials in cancer patients.

Imaging the biodistribution
Analysis of the imaging data shows
that Colon 26 (C26) tumour-bearing
mice have slower rates of clearance of
99m
Tc-sestamibi in kidneys, intestines,
gall bladder and liver compared to the
control mice (Figs.1&2)
This finding was supported by ex-vivo
tissue biodistribution data using
a gamma counter which reduced
accumulation was evident in intestines,
liver, urine and bile fluid in the tumour
groups compared to the controls
(Fig.3).

Control Mouse
20

The significant differences in 99mTcsestamibi biodistribution and clearance
indicate changes in the activity of
transport proteins. As these drug
transporters make a major contribution
to clearance of many anti-cancer
agents this study demonstrates the
potential to use SPECT imaging with
99m
Tc-sestamibi for predicting drug
clearance and toxicity in humans.

The Future
We are in the initial stages of
understanding how to monitor the
clearance of chemotherapeutic

C26 Cancer Mouse
1hr

2hr

3hr

20

1hr

2hr

3hr

Gallbladder

Liver
Intestine
Kidneys
Urinary
bladder

Figure 1
The SPECT/CT images of 99mTc sestamibi confirm predominant uptake in liver, kidneys and bladder at initial time points. At later
time points, remarkable activity can be seen in intestine and urinary bladder. The increased retention of sestamibi in various
organs in tumoured mice compared to normal mice is apparent over 3hrs.
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Progressively, we hope to establish
diagnostic biomarkers to identify
patients at greater risk of toxicity
from chemotherapy prior to its use,
enabling better surveillance and
more appropriate use of prophylactic
antibiotics and growth factors. The
new knowledge generated from
these studies has the potential
to fundamentally change cancer
chemotherapy dosing strategies to
improve the safety and efficacy of
cancer treatment.
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pharmacokinetics for tumour-bearing
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inflammatory signalling associated with
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Catriona Wimberley’s research is
improving our understanding of
neurological diseases.
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Improved understanding of
progression rates in Parkinson’s
and Alzheimer’s disease, and
schizophrenia

04

Degenerative neurological diseases, such as Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s disease or schizophrenia
have devastating impacts on sufferers and their loved ones. ANSTO researchers have conducted
research into an improved data analysis method for estimating changes in physiological parameters
over time.
This work has made it possible for certain parameters to be applied to a broader range of
experimental conditions and disease states than previously possible, and is enabling researchers
to better understand the extent to which changes in these parameters are due to a disease’s
progression or are a response to treatments.
Positron Emission Tomography (PET) is a key medical imaging technique used to obtain dynamic
images of functional processes in the body and monitor receptors in the central nervous systems
associated with cognition, memory, learning, motivation, motor control and pleasure.
Abnormal function of these receptors is a factor in degenerative neurological and neuropsychiatric
diseases. Physiological parameters related to the receptors can be estimated from the PET and can
be monitored over time. Being able to pick up small changes in these parameters, can lead to a better
understanding of these diseases, their triggers and treatments.

Catriona Wimberley1, Anthonin Reilhac2, Frederic Boisson2, Kristina Fischer3, Marie-Claude Gregoire2
Brain and Mind Research Institute, University of Sydney, 2ANSTO,
Department of Preclinical Imaging and Radiopharmacy, Eberhard Karls University of Tübingen, Germany

1
3

Set up of the study
By injecting a radiotracer into an
organ we can monitor how that tracer
advances in an organ of interest over
a certain time period, called a spatiotemporal distribution. Traditionally,
a dynamic series is acquired after
radiotracer injection, and the
information about the distribution
of the radiotracer is collected using

Positron Emission Tomography (PET). In
parallel, the radiotracer concentration
delivered to the organ is measured,
generally via blood sampling, and an
input function to the system is derived.
The dopamine D2 receptor system is
involved in many neurodegenerative
and neuropsychiatric disorders such

as Parkinson’s Disease, Alzheimers and
Schizophrenia. [11C]raclopride is a PET
radioligand that is used extensively to
study dopamine D2 receptor availability
in the striatum (a region in the brain
rich in these receptors) in normal
conditions as well as for studying
pathologies, changes in response
to treatment or pharmacological
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Figure 1
Data-driven method for choosing the optimal time window. Determination of the portion of the curve to use as guide by the
residual term: a) Simulated time activity curves (TACs) of the target brain region, the striatum (total) and the reference region,
the cerebellum (free), b) the TACs for the bound component, c) the dynamic equilibrium term (DET) profile from time t* as %
of the ratio of B/F and cross hatching to indicate the cut-off point at 5 % and d) the Scatchard plot using the B and F from the
TACs. The crosses show where the section taken when using the data driven method based on the DET profile.

intervention. The parameters that
describe the receptor system are
the receptor density (B’max), which
describes the number of receptors
in the area of the brain and receptor
system being studied and the apparent
affinity (1/appKd) which describes
the affinity that the particular ligand
has for the receptor. By monitoring
these parameters (receptor density,
B’max, and affinity, 1/appKd) over

time we obtain a longitudinal study of
neurodegenerative diseases, from
PET data.

To calculate the parameters of
the receptor system
Several methods have been derived to
estimate biological parameters such
as metabolism/incorporation rate or
receptor density/affinity from the PET

data. Most of them rely on the concept
of compartmental analysis [1] which
requires an arterial blood sample.
Multiple injection protocols coupled
with non-linear compartmental
analysis, in the rodent have been used
[2,3] to fully identify all the model
parameters and thus biological values,
such as receptor density, B’max,
and apparent affinity, appKd, for the
radioligand. These complex procedures
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Figure 2
Percent relative error of parameter estimates (receptor density B’max, and apparent affinity appKd) for the two time windows,
a static time window (circles) as has been used in the past and the data driven time window (squares) which uses the dynamic
equilibrium term, or DET- with equivalent noise added for a range of receptor occupancy (injected dose) levels and a range of
simulation parameters: B’max simulated at three different levels, i.e. a) 6.8, b) 17 and c) 30 and appKd simualted at d) 2.36, e)
5.9 and f) 10.6. Note that the lowest occupancy points for the static time window curves in the plots a) and f) are out of range.
The values of the error in these cases are: B’max = 6.8, error = 75% and appKd = 10.61, error = 380% respectively.

cannot be used in longitudinal studies
because they require blood sampling
for an arterially sampled input function
and long-time anaesthesia (up to
three hours).
There are simplified methods that
have been developed, such as the
Simple Reference Tissue Model. These
methods are used because they

simplify the experimental protocol and
do not require arterial blood sampling.
However, these methods are used to
determine the binding potential, or
BP [4], which is defined as the ratio of
receptor density, B’max, and affinity,
appKd. A change in BP can therefore
result from a change in B’max and/or
appKd and this can lead

to misinterpretation, especially when
both individual parameters vary.
A simple, single injection protocol
that could produce stable and robust
estimates of both B’max and appKd
for a range of experimental conditions
and disease states would be most
ideal for use in longitudinal neuroreceptor studies.
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Determining the parameters
for the D2 dopamine receptor
system using the partial
saturation approach
The partial saturation approach (PSA)
was originally proposed by Delforge et
al. [5,6] to estimate B’max and appKd
independently in a single-injection/
single-scan experiment without blood
sampling. The method is based on
setting up an ’in-vivo equilibrium state‘
after a single injection of ligand to
partially saturate the target receptors.
The method exploits the natural
decrease in bound ligand concentration
to give a range of values for free ligand
in the brain (F) and ligand bound to
receptors (B) needed for a Scatchard
analysis. Scatchard analysis is a
graphical method used to determine
B’max and appKd, usually used for in
vitro binding experiments, but adapted
for in vivo methods. It requires a dose
of the ligand that is sufficiently large
to occupy a significant percentage of
receptor sites, but not so large so that
a significant decrease can be observed
during the limited time of the scan (1
hour at most).
The aim of this work was to increase
the range and applicability of the
Partial Saturation Approach (PSA) by

developing a data-driven strategy
for determining B’max and appKd,
and validating the strategy using
a simulation model based on
experimental mouse PSA data by
Fischer et al[7] with the ultimate goal
of generalising the method for use with
[11C]raclopride PET experiments in the
mouse brain.

Validating the method
To be able to apply the PSA confidently,
the following assumptions needed to
be validated for a range of receptor
occupancy levels and over a range
of experimental conditions. Firstly,
the method requires the use of an
independent measurement of the
free ligand concentration, which is
estimated using a reference region,
the cerebellum (CER). Secondly, an
apparent equilibrium state needs to
be achieved, and a time window of
data chosen to reflect that. And thirdly,
the occupancy of the receptors in the
target region, the striatum (STR) must
be sufficient to allow a good range of
Bound and Free values, needed for the
analysis, over the time of the PET scan.
The data driven method for analysing
the PSA data is shown in Fig. 1. It
involves isolating where in the kinetic

curves from the PET scan a dynamic
equilibrium is reached by using the
dynamic equilibrium term (DET) as
an indicator. The DET shows the rate
of change of the B over time as a
proportion of the B/F value, i.e. the
ratio of the ligand bound to receptors
(B) and the free ligand in the brain
(F). Ideally, to be in equilibrium, the
rate of change of B and therefore the
DET would be zero, however, as it is a
dynamic system, in vivo, the DET will
never be zero. Instead, the data used in
the estimation of B’max and appKd is
taken from the point at which the DET
component is <5% of B/F.
A range of simulated PET experiments
was generated to test and validate the
method described above for a wide
range of experimental conditions,
such as receptor occupancy levels (by
varying the injected dose of ligand)
and disease states (by varying the
B’max and appKd levels) as well as
adding realistic PET noise to the
simulations to gauge the effect of noise
on the accuracy and robustness of
the estimates. The simulations were
based on PET experimental data from
Fischer et al [7] . The analysis method
as above was applied to the simulated
PET data and the parameter estimates
compared against just using a static
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time window of 10-50 minutes, the
common method for analysing the PSA
data. The plots in Fig. 2 show that for
most of the experimental conditions
simulated the estimates using the DETguided time window gives much more
accurate estimates, especially at low
levels of receptor occupancy. Using the
DET-guided time window the estimates
are not correlated with the occupancy
level, as is the case with the static
time window, especially for occupancy
levels lower than 50%. That means that
in PET experiments variability in the
occupancy levels will not translate into
variability in parameter estimates.

availability of dopamine receptors in
the striatum using [11C]raclopride with a
simple and straightforward method will
help to assess changes due to disease
state or pharmacological intervention
in longitudinal studies.

[6] Delforge, J. et al. Quantitation of
benzodiazepine receptors in human
brain using the partial saturation
method. J Nucl Med 37, 5-11 (1996).
[7] Fischer, K. et al. Noninvasive nuclear
imaging enables the in vivo quantification
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Characterisation and
resource processing
Characterisation is not only used for materials but also for analysing
systems and processes. ANSTO’s characterisation work is applied for
national security and safety as well as in research for the resource industry.
Two studies from ANSTO Minerals in this section provide exciting outcomes
for the resources industry for new processes in uranium recovery: one
study looks at processes using sea water or saline bore water in uranium
extraction avoiding the use of precious fresh water. Another study optimises
uranium extraction during phosphoric acid processing providing better
outcomes not only by recovering uranium for the energy sector, but also
for the agricultural sector by removing uranium that exist as an impurity in
commercial fertilisers.
The section concludes with a study that test ‘apps’ for radiation doses for
smart phones as well as their functionality and usefulness and a nuclear
forensic study demonstrates how thorough characterisation of legacy
materials determines where and how these samples were produced.
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Marina Fainerman-Melnikova,
Text here
Karin Soldenhoff, James Quinn,
Abigail Wilson and Deborah
Wilkins (L-R) are studying
alternative ways for extracting
uranium from unranium ore.
90

Characterisation and resource processing

01

Development of processes for
the recovery of uranium from
saline leach liquors

Uranium is extracted from uranium ore via a process called leaching, which uses sulphuric acid as the
leaching agent. The presence of chloride in sulphuric acid leach liquors has a detrimental impact on
conventional uranium recovery techniques, such as solvent extraction and ion exchange. One way
to reduce chloride levels is to limit the recycling of process water, replacing it with clean, fresh water.
This is of concern to many mines, particularly in Australia, where fresh water can be scarce.
ANSTO has recently conducted research into alternative solvent extraction and ion exchange
processes that are impervious to chloride in the process water. The objective of the research is to
provide processing options to use sea water or saline bore water in uranium hydrometallurgical
circuits which would deliver reduced operating costs and positive environmental outcomes.
The early results of this research have been encouraging, revealing mixed reagents solvent systems
and alternative ion exchange processes that have the potential to offer solutions and have pointed
the way to further investigations.

Karin Soldenhoff, Marina Fainerman-Melnikova, Deborah Wilkins, James Quinn, Abigail Wilson
ANSTO

How yellow cake is produced from ore
One of the conventional methods of
extracting uranium from ores is by
leaching the ores with sulphuric acid,
using an oxidant to promote leaching
of the uranium minerals. The resultant
leach solutions are treated by solvent
extraction (SX) or ion exchange (IX)
technologies to purify and concentrate
the uranium to a product stream prior
to its recovery by precipitation (Fig. 1).

These technologies are well established
and for SX processes make use of
long chain tertiary amines as the main
constituents of commercial solvent
formulations. In an SX process, the
uranium is transferred to the solvent
in the extraction circuit, rejecting to
the raffinate elements arising from
the dissolution of gangue-minerals.
The solvent then proceeds to the strip

circuit, where it is contacted with a
strip solution that encourages the
uranium to transfer back into the
aqueous phase. In IX processes, strong
base anion exchange resins containing
quaternary amine functionality , are
widely used to affect the transfer of
uranium from the leach liquor to a
product stream.

Why salinity is a problem for uranium producers
Common to the SX or IX processes is
the extraction of uranium via an anion
exchange mechanism, where uranium
is extracted as negatively charged

uranyl sulphate complexes. Chloride,
when present as an anion in leach
solutions, is also extracted and has a
deleterious impact on the process by

competing with uranyl sulphate and
decreasing the loading capacity of the
solvents and the resins.
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Ion Exchange

Solvent Extraction

Figure 1
Schematic Representation of Uranium
Processing.

Figure 2
Arid region of Australia.

Industrial experience has shown that
the chloride concentration in liquors
must be limited to less than 3-5 g/L
to avoid significant impact. Chloride
can be introduced to the process in
different ways including through the
entrainment of chloride in the ore,
the presence of chloride in aquifer
waters, the use of chemicals such
as chlorate added as an oxidant in
leaching or the use of sodium chloride
for solvent stripping. With recycling of
process waters, the concentration of
chloride can build up and it needs to
be controlled via a bleed stream and
replenished with low salinity process
water.

In arid regions of Australia (Fig. 2), low
salinity water is not always readily
available and there are economic and
environmental incentives to be able
to use high salinity bore water or sea
water as a process water source, thus
preserving precious natural high quality
water resources.

Processes that thrive in
saline and hypersaline
environments
ANSTO has been investigating
alternative processes that tolerate high
chloride and have developed a number
of process options that can be adapted
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to suit a range of uranium and chloride
concentrations in leach liquors arising
from in-situ recovery, heap leach or
tank leach operations.

Ion exchange with weak base
resins
Following an extensive resin screening
program, ANSTO identified a number
of weak base anion exchange resins
suitable for application in leach liquors
containing chloride. These resins
satisfy important process relevant
criteria but are not effective at chloride
concentrations higher than 10 g/L
Cl. The proposed ANSTO weak base
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• Suitably high resin loading capacity at 10 g/L Cl
• Resin selectivity for uranium over impurities
• Favourable elution

• Suitable uranium adsorption and elution rates
• Seamless integration with conventional uranium
recovery steps
• Minimizing reagent consumption

anion exchange process is outlined
in Fig. 3. It consists of a uranium IX
adsorption step, followed by sodium
chloride elution. The eluate is treated
by nanofiltration, allowing for recycle
of permeate back to the elution
circuit. This offers significant scope for
minimising reagent consumption. The
concentrate stream can be directly fed
to a uranium precipitation circuit using
hydrogen peroxide.

Ion exchange with chelating
resins
As the chloride concentrations in
the leach liquors approach those of
sea water (~ 20 g/L Cl) and, anion
exchangers are not able to function.
To extract uranium, a cation exchanger
is needed which by definition, does
not respond to increases in chloride
concentration. It is known that cation
exchangers are not selective towards
uranium, and therefore, any proposed
uranium recovery process will have
to address the co-adsorption of
other metal impurities. Of particular

relevance is the co-adsorption of ferric
ion, which is commonly present.
There are several classes of commercial
cationic chelating resins that have
been investigated, including resins
containing iminodiacetic, sulphonic/
phosphonic or aminophosphonic
functional groups. Although exhibiting
high resin uranium loadings, all suffer
from drawbacks either with respect
to the lack of selectivity, difficulty in
elution or requiring regeneration so
work in this area is ongoing.

Solvent extraction with mixed
reagents
DEHPA, (di-2-ethylhexylphosphoric
acid), is an acidic reagent that extracts
via a cation exchange mechanism,
and was one of the first solvents used
industrially for uranium extraction.
DEHPA extracts many cationic species,
in addition to the uranyl cation
(UO22+). Chloride is not loaded and

therefore does not limit extraction.
However, it is the lack of selectivity,

especially towards ferric ion that was
a contributory factor in DEHPA being
superseded by tertiary amines in
industrial application.
Our work with mixed solvents
containing both DEHPA and Alamine
336 (a tertiary amine) has shown that
these systems do not extract iron (III) or
chloride as strongly, and achieve
relatively high uranium loadings
(5-7 g/L U) at seawater chloride
concentrations (20 g/L) and higher
(Figs. 5 and 6). Small amounts of
co-extracted iron (III) can be readily
scrubbed from the solvent using dilute
sulphuric acid. Uranium can be
stripped with an alkali (1 M Na2CO3) or
with sulphuric acid. However, the
mixed solvent requires higher
concentrations (5.6 M H2SO4) than
conventional strong acid stripping
circuits for tertiary amine which require
only 4 M H2SO4. Such differences are
important to overall plant economics
and ANSTO continues to investigate
mixed reagents systems that satisfy all
the criteria for a successful process.
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Figure 4
Loading isotherms for uranium
with chelating resins at 22 g/L
chloridechloride.

Figure 5
Solvent extraction of uranium by
mixed solvent (3.5% DEHPA / 3.5%
Alamine 336) and conventional
solvent (5% Alamine 336).
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Figure 6
Suppression of iron (III) extraction with
the addition of Alamine 336 to DEHPA.
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Toan Manh Tran, Chris Griffith,
Tomasz Safinski and Karin
Soldenhoff (L-R) outside the new
ANSTO Mineral’s main building.
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Recovery of uranium as a
by-product of phosphoric
acid production
Uranium is a valuable resource used worldwide to generate power for millions of people. The

uranium present in phosphate rocks and reporting to phosphoric acid during processing is currently
not being recovered because the necessary technology is not economically viable.
There is estimated to be up to 25 megatonnes of uranium around the world stored in phosphate,
representing an extensive untapped global resource.
ANSTO has partnered with the Uranium technology company Urtek LLC to develop the PhosEnergy®
process to recover uranium from phosphoric acid. Uranium recovery in this context is important
for the energy sector as well as the agricultural sector, as it provides a means of removing uranium
present as an impurity in fertiliser production. The PhosEnergy® process is integrated into
phosphoric acid production, resulting in a cleaner phosphoric acid product whilst recovering uranium
as a by-product.
The process uses ion exchange resin technology to concentrate and separate the uranium from
the phosphoric acid. The ANSTO team, led by Karin Soldenhoff, has had to overcome the technical
challenge of significantly improving the effectiveness of the resin used to extract the uranium. Once
this was achieved in the laboratory, the process was tested continuously at ANSTO using feed liquors
sourced from operating plants worldwide. The process is now well on its way to commercialisation.
Based on the results obtained, Urtek built and successfully operated a PhosEnergy® demonstration
plant in the United States.

Toan Manh Tran, Tomasz Safinski, Chris Griffith, Karin Soldenhoff
ANSTO

The PhosEnergy® process
The PhosEnergy® process targets the
recovery of uranium from phosphoric
acid. This patented process [1] is new
technology being commercialised by
Urtek LLC, which is jointly owned by
Cameco Corporation and Uranium
Equities Limited. ANSTO has been
a partner in the development of
this technology since 2008. The
PhosEnergy® process provides a dual

benefit in the all-important areas of
energy and food security:
i) Recovery of uranium as a by-product,
extracting additional value from
a well established conventional
process, and
ii) Removes uranium as an impurity
from the phosphoric acid, which is a
precursor to fertilizer production

This process is based on ion exchange
technology and specialized pretreatment of the phosphoric acid. The
process, outlined in Fig. 1, removes
uranium from the wet process
phosphoric acid (WPA) process, with
no impact), without impacting on the
downstream process for phosphoric
acid production.
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Phosphate
Rock

Figure 1
Schematic of the PhosEnergy® process
integrated in the wet phosphoric acid
process.
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Conventional phosphoric acid
production
Uranium occurs in sedimentary marine
phosphate deposits, at concentrations
ranging between 30 and 300 parts per
million U3O8. Currently the uranium is
not recovered, but it has been
estimated that globally there is up
to 25 megatonne (Mt) of contained
uranium present in phosphate
resources [2].

Phosphoric acid is recovered from
the phosphate rock, containing the
mineral apatite (Ca5(PO4)3(F,Cl,OH)).
The phosphate rocks host uranium
in isomorphous substitution for
calcium (same structural position)
. The typical chemical composition
of phosphate rock is presented in
the Table 1. Apatite is acid soluble.
The conventional process route for
recovery of phosphoric acid is to
digest the rock with sulphuric acid,
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producing phosphogypsum (calcium
sulphate dihydrate) as a by-product
of the reaction. This process is known
as the Wet Phosphoric Acid (WPA)
process. Two main process routes
are employed, the dihydrate and
hemihydrate routes. These refer to
the hydration of the gypsum which is
affected by the processing conditions
used. In the dihydrate route, which is
more commonly used, the uranium
stays in solution, while its nuclear
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Table 1
Typical chemical composition of
phosphate rock.

Typical chemical composition of phosphate rock
P2O5

29-38 %

U3O8

120-240 ppm

Fe2O3

0.2-1 %

Rare Earth Oxide

0.1-1 %

Al2O3

0.1-1 %

Cl

0.01-0.7 %

CaO

48-52 %

K2O

0.1-0.4 %

MgO

0.2-0.8 %

F

3.3-4.3 %

SiO2

0.2-5 %

Organic Carbon

0-0.4 %
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Figure 2
Loading of key metals on
aminophosphonic resin. Synthetic feed
solutions for these tests containing 100
mg/L of each metal.
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decay progeny such as radium are
precipitated with the gypsum. The
PhosEnergy® process targets the
recovery of uranium from the WPA
Process dihydrate route.
Uranium has historically been
recovered from phosphoric acid
at an industrial scale using solvent
extraction (SX) technology. The last
plants operating were shut down in
1998, mainly due to the decrease in
the uranium price, which rendered
the process uneconomic. In addition,
there were operational issues

associated with crud formation and
phase disengagement, which required
extensive pre-treatment of the acid,
including cooling, filtration and
clarification; adsorption onto activated
carbon, desaturation, and clay
treatment. Post-treatment of the SX
raffinate to remove entrained organic
was also required.
In the early stages of process
development, ion exchange (IX) was
identified as a technology better suited
for feed liquors containing the relatively
low concentration of uranium present

in WPA solutions (<300 mg/L U3O8). IX
processes tend to have lower capital
and operating costs compared to SX.
Additional advantages include greater
tolerance for organic acids present in
the feed, a wider range of operating
temperature and no requirement for
post-treatment of phosphoric acid.

The technical challenge
The resins employed for uranium
loading from WPA are classed
as ‘chelating resins’ and possess
aminophosphonic acid functional
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Figure 3
Uranium loading on the resin from
phosphoric acid (WPA) liquors.
WPA Liquors Sourced from Operating
Plants.

groups. These resins are used in
industrial applications such as brine
softening. As highlighted by the data
presented in Fig. 2, this type of resin
is not very selective for uranium, but
it is capable of extracting uranium
at 30% P2O5 concentration typical of
WPA. Ferric ion adsorbs strongly on
the resin, and needs to be reduced to
the divalent oxidation state. Aluminium
and vanadium are also well extracted.
In synthetic solutions, made up
of uranium, iron and P2O5, at
concentrations similar to those found
in WPA liquors, and with the iron
suitably reduced, uranium loading
on the resin is acceptable. However,
with similar treatment of WPA liquors
obtained from operating sites, the
uranium loading on the resin was
found to be very low. The PhosEnergy®
technology has overcome this
challenge as highlighted in the data
presented in Fig. 3, which shows a
significant improvement in uranium

loading after PhosEnergy® solution
pre-treatment. Plant solutions from
different plant sites have been tested at
ANSTO (Fig. 4) and they all responded
to the PhosEnergy® technology.

Process development phases
and research outcomes
Staged process development has been
undertaken over a period of five years.
The first stage was batch laboratory
test work carried out at bench scale,
where resins were screened, and the
crucial development was carried out in
terms of proof of concept to achieve
the required loading of uranium on the
resin. Both synthetic and plant liquors
were used for this work [3].
The second stage was to test the ion
exchange process continuously and
several mini-pilot plant campaigns were
carried out at ANSTO to integrate the
pre-treatment, primary IX adsorption
and elution as well as secondary IX. The
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objective of this work was to reproduce
the success of the batch test work in
a continuous process and quantify
reagent consumptions for liquors
sourced from different parts of the
word [4].
Based on the results obtained, Urtek
built a PhosEnergy® demonstration
plant, which was shipped to the United
States of America. This plant was
commissioned in May and operated
from June to August 2012 (Fig. 5).
The results of the Pre-Feasibility
Engineering Study have been released
and estimate operating costs at US$18/
lb of U3O8, which are relatively low
compared to worldwide uranium
production costs [5]. Urtek is now
seeking to enter into the next phase of
development of on-site demonstration
to provide information for a definitive
feasibility study, which is a significant
step towards the commercialisation of
this technology.
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Figure 4
Early configuration of mini-plant test
work at ANSTO.

Figure 5
Inside the PhosEnergy containerised
demonstration plant.
(Photo courtesy Urtek).
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Andrew Wotherspoon and Alison
Flynn testing the Radioactivity
Counter app in ANSTO’s
Instrument Calibration Facility.
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Smart phone radiation
detector ‘app’ tests positive

The popularity of smart phones continues to grow, with the availability of an ever-growing range of
applications, or ‘apps’, increasing their functionality and usefulness.
One such app is ‘Radioactivity Counter’, which claims to enable the phone to work as a dosimeter,
which measures a person’s exposure to radiation. The app claims to accurately detect the dose in
the radiation unit microGray per hour (µGy/h) using the phones in-built camera, which is not only
sensitive to visible light, but to higher energy gamma photons. Alison Flynn and her ANSTO colleagues
tested the performance of this “app” against its claims.
The application was assessed on two different phones: the Apple iPhone 4S and the Samsung Galaxy
S2. The phones were tested using ANSTO’s Instrument Calibration Facility and the results showed the
application is indeed able to measure exposure to radiation. It delivers a linear response to changes
in dose, meaning the device can be accurately calibrated to reliably determine the potential dose rate
to which a person is exposed.

Alison Flynn, Andrew Wotherspoon, Stewart Gill, Anthony Overton, Mark Reinhard
ANSTO

How to detect radiation in a metal-oxide-semiconductor chip
The increasing popularity of smart
phones and portable devices, and
the availability of a wide range of
downloadable applications (or ‘apps’)
for such technology, continues to
introduce new functionality and utility.
Radiation detector apps are now
available commercially for both Apple
and Android devices. These apps utilise
the ionising radiation sensitivity of on
board silicon-based complementary
metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS)
cameras to monitor radiation levels in
the surroundings. The CMOS devices
are small silicon chips used in cameras

to detect visible light, but can also
detect the higher wavelengths of
gamma-ray and x-rays.
The device’s response to ionising
radiation is not normally evident to the
user as the signal is very small when
compared to that of visible light and
is undetectable in the short image
acquisition times in the order of 100
milliseconds. The application of black
electrical tape over the camera lens
eliminates the visible light response
allowing the penetrating gammarays and/or x-rays to be observed.

The radiation detector app uses the
phone to record the number of times
it detects an interaction and that
number is converted into the dose
received by the phone. This study aims
to determine how well the application
works as a dosimeter.
With the application of the black tape,
the device will be sensitive to gammarays and x-rays but will be unable
to detect beta or alpha particles or
neutrons.

Testing procedure
In order to accurately work as a
dosimeter the phone must have a
linear response to the dose rates which
it is exposed to. This means that the

device can be accurately calibrated and
that its dose determinations will be
reproducible. Also the device should
give the same result regardless of the

orientation in which it is being held i.e.
its angular dependence.
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Figure 1
This shows the display the iPhone with
the app running and a 137Cs source
placed behind the phone. The top
right panel shows the response of the
camera, with dots representing where
gamma-ray photons have interacted in
the CMOS chip.

Two smartphone devices were
evaluated using the Instrument
Calibration Facility (ICF) at ANSTO. The
ICF consists of a range of 137Cs sources
and a movable platform. Each source
can achieve a range of different dose
rates, once the operator has entered
the desired dose rate the position of
that dose rate is calculated and the
platform moves to the desired distance
from the source.
The two smart phones tested were
the iPhone 4S and the Samsung
Galaxy S2. For each phone the camera
was covered with black tape and
care was taken to ensure that no
light was entering the camera. For a
range of dose rates from 1 to 349,796
microsieverts per hour (µSv/h) (for

x-ray and gamma rays Gy and Sv are
equivalent) each phone was used to
acquire five one minute counts for each
dose rate. For a constant dose rate the
phones were rotated to determine the
angular dependence.

Results
For both phones the counts per minute
recorded were directly proportional to
the dose rate for dose rates above
20 µGy/h for the Samsung and
30 µGy/h for the iPhone with results
shown in Fig. 2. The average dose rate
on a long haul flight is around 7 µGy/h.
The poorer performance of the iPhone
is attributed to the fact that only the
front camera could be used; there is a
possibility that light from the display
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of the screen could be detected in the
camera through the top layer of glass.
The dose rate at which the phones
can accurately calculate the dose
rate is equivalent to 0.2 Sv if exposed
for an entire year, this is 200 times
higher than the Australian Radiation
Protection and Nuclear Safety Agency
(ARPANSA) dose limit for the general
public of 1 mSv [1]. In a situation where
this level of exposure is only for a
short period of time this dose should
be avoided if possible, but has no long
term consequences. To reach their
yearly limit a person would have to be
exposed to 20 µGy/h for approximately
50 hours. The app would allow a
person to vacate to a location where
they would receive a lower dose.
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Figure 2
The counts per minute recorded with
both phones. A linear relationship
shows that by observing the number
of counts recorded the dose can
determined.

Figure 3
The angular response of the Samsung
Galaxy S2 smartphone to two different
dose rates, 50 µSv/h and 150 µSv/h.
The dots represent the number of
counts recorded by the phone at
different orientation angles.
Figure 4
The angular response of the iPhone
4S smartphone to two different dose
rates, 50 µSv/h and 150 µSv/h. The
dots represent the number of counts
recorded by the phone at different
orientation angles.

These results show that the devices
can accurately determine the dose rate
which a person is exposed to and that
the phone is sensitive enough to detect
radiation at levels which are significant
in a radiological event.

References
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The angular response of the phone
from 0° to 180° for a dose rate of 50
µSv/h and 150 µSv/h is shown in
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. These results show
that both phones have a response
which is independent of the orientation
of the phone. As the phones show no
significant angular response the app
is very useful in determining the dose
rate to a person, with no anomalous
results.
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Information from ANSTO’s
nuclear forensics studies will
be used for developing national
nuclear forensics libraries.

108 Running head
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Nuclear forensics unlocks history
of radioactive samples

04

ANSTO’s Nuclear Forensics Research Facility (NFRF) investigates unique signatures of nuclear and
radioactive materials to identify the origin and/or processing history of ‘unknown’ samples. The
information from such studies will be used for developing national nuclear forensics libraries. These
libraries will strengthen nuclear safeguards and help combat nuclear terrorism by providing a
valuable resource for nuclear forensic scientists conducting investigations on illicit samples.
In this study, ANSTO researchers investigated a sample of nuclear material in order to identify its
unique chemical, isotopic and microstructural signatures. The sample was a uranium fuel pellet - a
legacy sample which had not previously been well characterised. The pellet was typical of those
manufactured at ANSTO (then called the Australian Atomic Energy Commission) as part of a fuel
development research program in the late 1970s to early 1980s.
To test the integrity of the analytical and administrative procedures developed within the NFRF, the
pellet sample underwent nuclear forensic analysis as a completely unknown sample. The physical,
chemical and microstructural characteristics of the pellet were sufficiently distinct to enable its
identification, its age and its processing history.
With the success of this testwork, further investigations are planned in collaboration with other
international nuclear forensic laboratories.

Elizabeth Keegan, Tim Palmer, Dale Prokopovich, Martin Stewart, Joel Davis, Elaine Loi, Tegan Evans
Gordon Thorogood, Sam Moricca, Mark Reinhard
ANSTO

ANSTO is involved in international
studies in nuclear forensics
which include analytical method
development, contributions to
international guidance on nuclear
forensics in support of the IAEA and
participation in nuclear forensic
laboratory inter-comparison exercises.
In addition, at the time of this study
ANSTO chaired the nuclear forensic

working group of the Global Initiative to
Combat Nuclear Terrorism.
Drawing together expertise from across
the entire organisation in diverse
disciplines such as radiochemistry,
nuclear physics and materials science,
combined with its knowledge of the
nuclear fuel cycle, ANSTO’s Nuclear
Forensics Research Facility (NFRF)

researches unique signatures of
nuclear and radioactive materials
suitable for developing national nuclear
forensics libraries, which will provide a
valuable resource for nuclear forensic
scientists conducting investigations.
Recently, ANSTO researchers
investigated a legacy sample of nuclear
material that had not previously been
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Figure 1
The received package contained a
glass jar, sealed with packaging tape
containing a solid, dark coloured
material in pellet form and some
fragmented solid material.

well characterised in order to ascertain
its unique signatures. The pellet was
typical of those manufactured at
ANSTO (then called the Australian
Atomic Energy Commission) as part of
a fuel development research program
in the late 1970s to early 1980s. To
test the integrity of the procedures
developed within the NFRF, the pellet
sample underwent nuclear forensic
analysis as a completely unknown
sample. Findings in regard to physical,
chemical and microstructural
characteristics of the pellet allowed
a determination that the signatures
analysed in this work were sufficiently
distinct to allow its identification.

Non-destructive testing
The packaged pellet sample was
receipted into the NFRF in February,

2012. Dose rate measurements
indicated that the package contained a
small amount of low-level radioactive
material.
Typically, the first step in a nuclear
forensic analysis process is
‘categorisation’, an initial examination
to assess the radiological or other
hazards associated with the sample
prior to further investigation [1]. This
step was carried out in a restricted
access laboratory able to handle
radioactive material. The package was
carefully opened in a laminar flow
cabinet (so as not to contaminate
the sample) and the contents
photographed and documented.
Sample tracking records were initiated
to record the movement of the sample,
and any subsequent subsamples,
across the ANSTO site (which forms
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part of the NFRF chain of custody
requirements).
The package was found to contain
a glass jar which contained a dense,
solid pellet and some particulate
material (see Fig. 1). Notable visual
features of the pellet were its black
colour, chipping along each edge of
the pellet, striations along the length of
the pellet with one end face flattened
whilst the other end was concave (see
Fig. 2). An orange ‘rusty’ appearance
was evident along the length of pellet.
The pellet was examined using optical
microscopy and its physical parameters
were measured; it was found to have a
mass of 31.8 g, length 19.3 mm and a
diameter of 14.4 mm. The density was
10.2 g/cm3, very close to the theoretical
density (10.96g/cm3) of ceramic
uranium dioxide (UO2) material. High
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Figure 2
Optical microscopy images of the pellet
showing striations along its length
(left), flat face (14.4 mm diameter) with
chipping (middle) and concave end of
pellet with chipping (right).

resolution gamma-ray spectroscopy
was used to measure uranium isotopic
content and the presence of any
fission or activation products. The
measurements indicated that the pellet
was composed of natural uranium (i.e.
natural isotopic abundance of 238U, 235U
and 234U) and that the pellet had not
been irradiated in a nuclear reactor
(i.e. it did not contain plutonium or
other activation or fission products).
The ‘as-received’ pellet was analysed
using a portable X-ray fluorescence
(XRF) spectrometer to give a semiquantitative measurement of the
elemental content. The resulting XRF
spectrum indicated that the pellet was
mainly uranium with trace amounts of
iron. Further testing using inductively
coupled plasma mass spectrometry
(see below) indicated that the iron was
present on the surface of the pellet
only.

Destructive testing
Following non-destructive testing,
small sub-samples (~ 0.5 g) of the pellet
were subjected to destructive analysis.
Metallographic sample preparation
procedures were performed in ANSTO’s
Institute of Materials Engineering (IME)
Active Metallography Laboratory.
Cut sections were mounted in Epoxy
resin and polished for examination by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
and X-ray diffraction (XRD).

Results of SEM EDS found the
material to consist of uranium and
oxygen, in a ratio of 1:2. X-ray
diffraction (XRD) confirmed that the
material was uranium dioxide, UO2.
The SEM backscattered electron image
showed the level of porosity and also
that the sample was homogeneous.
Angular selective backscatter (ASB, see
Fig. 3) images showed uniformity in the
microstructure. The grain size was
approximately 10 μm and sub-grain
striations were evident.

SEM was performed to examine the
pellet microstructure and sample
homogeneity. The microstructure of
the material reflects processing history
and thereby gives an indication of how
the pellet was manufactured. An
approximate elemental composition
was determined using energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS).

Further testing of the pellet was
carried out using inductively coupled
plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS).
Prior to this analysis, sub-samples
(~0.1 g each) were dissolved in
acid. Uranium isotopic analysis
using ICP-MS confirmed that the
uranium was of natural abundance.
Elemental analysis indicated that the
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Figure 3
Scanning electron microscopy angular
selective backscatter image showing
grain size and morphology and some
high-resolution sub-grain information.

material used to produce the pellet
was very pure i.e. it contained low
concentrations of elemental impurities.
The age of the material (i.e. time
elapsed since the uranium material
used to produce the pellet was last
chemically processed) is one of the
key parameters when deciphering its
history. By radiochemically separating
Th from U and measuring 230Th
and 234U by isotope dilution mass
spectrometry (IDMS), the 230Th/234U
isotope chronometer was used to
measure the ‘age’ of the uranium used
to manufacture the pellet. The resulting
age was approximately 40 years. It
should be noted that this is a ‘model’
age; it assumes Th was completely
separated from U during uranium
processing and that the material
experienced ‘closed system’ behaviour
since it was purified.

Data Interpretation
The physical dimensions of this fuel
pellet were fairly distinctive and
consistent with pellets fabricated

at ANSTO (AAEC) as part of a fuel
development research program in
the mid-late 1970s to early 1980s
although Harwell (UK Atomic Energy
Research Establishment) was doing
similar work at the time. Chemical
characteristics of the pellet (isotopic,
elemental and phase composition)
were also consistent with pellets that
were manufactured at ANSTO under
this research program. The age of
the pellet also fits this time-frame.
Microstructural parameters, such
as grain size, porosity and sub-grain
structure, examined using scanning
electron microscopy, were typical of
the pellets produced at ANSTO as part
of this fuel pellet production program.
During the purported time-frame
over which the pellet was fabricated
various processing parameters were
investigated and many pellets were
produced. For fuel pellet manufacture,
UO2 powder needed to be compacted
into a dense solid. The powder was
placed into a die cavity between two
punches; the upper punch had a
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convex face in order to produce a
concave face on the final fuel pellet.
The purpose of this concave face was
to create a space between adjacent
pellets in a fuel rod for fission gases
produced during irradiation of the
pellet in a reactor to escape. The upper
punch was pressed at high pressure
and high temperature (hot pressing)
to compact the UO2 powder. On

completion of pressing, the punches
were raised and the compacted
solid was ejected from the die. UO2
powder exhibits elastic behaviour
and on emergence from the die it
expands. Most likely this expansion
was responsible for the chips that were
observed at the ends of the pellet.
Fig. 2 shows rust coloured striations
on the sides of the pellet (see image
on left) that may have been produced
during the ejection process.
Microstructural results revealed
uniformity in the microstructure which
was consistent with the granulation,
sieving and blending that occurred
during processing. The measured grain

Characterisation and resource processing

Tim Palmer prepares the optical
microscope for examination of
the pellet sample.

size (10 μm, see Fig. 3) matched that
expected for this production route. The
sub-gain striations were consistent with
the grains having been pre-compacted
from fine UO2 powder. The source

of the UO2 powder used to produce
the pellets varied over the period of
fabrication research. The most likely
source of this natural uranium was
Australia. At the time the pellet was
manufactured, research was conducted
using depleted, natural and enriched
uranium. Natural uranium was used for
experimental work into fuel for CANDU
(CANada Deuterium Uranium) reactors,
which use natural uranium fuel.

Future work
Further investigations into
identification of high confidence
nuclear forensic signatures on other
nuclear or radiological material for
the development of national nuclear
forensic libraries are planned in
collaboration with other international
nuclear forensic research facilities.
References
[1] International Atomic Energy Agency,
Nuclear Forensics in Support of
Investigations (Nuclear Forensics
Support/Revision 1), in IAEA Nuclear
Security Series No. 2 Implementing
Guide, 2012, IAEA: Vienna
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Financial Statement ($AUD’000)				
2012 Research

2012 Total ANSTO

Expenditure
Operations

67,758

57%

228,325

65%

Investments

51,567

43%

122,191

35%

119,325

100%

350,516

100%

112,298

94%

276,170

79%

7,027

6%

74,346

21%

Private Industry

5,981

85%

73,212

98%

Grants #1

1,046

15%

1,134

2%

Total

7,027

100%

74,346

100%

Total
Exp according to source of income
Federal Govt. funding
Third Party
Third Party revenue

#1 Includes grants from Government, Universities and CRCs

The total expenditure by ANSTO for 2012 was AUD $350.5 million. This represents a ~11% increase from the previous year. Of
this total amount, AUD $119 million or 34% was utilised in scientific research. Federal Government (block) funding represented
94% of this revenue and 6% came from third parties. These third parties include significant private investment (85%) while the
rest came through grants and Government, Universities and Co-Operative Research Centres (CRCs).

ANSTO Employees
At the end of 2012, ANSTO had 1,154 full time equivalent employees. The chart below shows ANSTO’s continued reliance on
Technical and Engineering Staff (54.2%) for a successful user-based research facility.

ANSTO employment categories

Technical & Engineering Services 54.2%

Employment Programme 3.8%
Administration 19.1%

Research 22.9%
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administration

220

19.1
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User Facilities
In 2012 the neutron beam lines at the
OPAL reactor and the two accelerators
(ANTARES and STAR) attracted
~350 users, coming from more than
75 institutions in over 20 countries.

Schools, Workshops and
Reviews

n

n

n

Schools
n

n

n

n

“Texture Analysis with MTEX” school
at ANSTO 30 July – 3 August 2012;
ANSTO Science ‘Facts and Fiction’
2 August, University of Western
Sydney, Parramatta, 1250 students
14 August, Monash University,
Melbourne, 960 students;
3rd Accelerator School, 26
November – 3 December at the
Australian Synchrotron;
School “Powder Diffraction at OPAL
and at the Australian Synchrotron:
Experiment Planning to Data
Analysis” 12-14 November 2012 at
ANSTO.

n

n

n

n

Workshops, symposia,
conferences
n
n

n

n

Workshop “Current State and Future
of Neutron Stress Diffractometers”
10-12 January 2012 at ANSTO;
Workshop “Second Guide Hall for
OPAL” 16-18 April 2012 at ANSTO
Workshop “A Hadron Therapy
Strategy for Australia” 20 April 2012
in Sydney;

n

Workshop “3rd Australian Cyclotron
Users’ Workshop” on 27 April 2012 in
Melbourne;

Reviews
n

GICNT Tabletop exercise “Iron Koala:
Information Sharing During Nuclear
Smuggling Events” 28-30 May 2012
in Sydney;
Workshop “7th International
Workshop on Sample Environment
at Neutron Scattering Facilities” 1620 September 2012 in Sydney;
Workshop “20th International
Workshop on Electron Cyclotron
Resonance Ion Sources (ECRIS-2012)”
25-28 September 2012 in Sydney;
Conference “12th South Pacific
Environmental Radioactivity
Association Conference (SPERA
2012)” 16-19 October 2012 at AINSE;
Workshop “Bilateral Workshop
on Nanostructured Materials for
Magnetic and Spintronic Devices” 31
October – 1 November 2012 at the
Italian Embassy in Canberra;
Conference “SAS2012 International
Small-Angle Scattering Conference”
18-23 November 2012 in Sydney;

n

n

Institute of Materials Engineering
(IME) Review. The review of this
Institute considered its performance
and facility, quality and impact of its
research, project structure, its overall
strategic direction, governance and
safety. It took place 21-24 February
2012; the review panel was chaired
by Professor Robin Grimes (Imperial
College London, UK), and included
Professor John Norrish (University of
Wollongong), Dr Greg Storr (Nuclear
Operations, ANSTO), Professor
John White (Australian National
University), Professor Brian Wirth
(University of Tennessee, USA).
Bragg Institute - Beam Instrument
Advisory Group met on 23 February
2012 to review the major capital
projects. The committee was chaired
by Dr Dan Neumann (NIST Center
for Neutron Research, USA).
Bragg Institute – Advisory
Committee Meeting. This committee
provides strategic advice to the
Institute under its chair, Professor
Peter Colman (Walter and Eliza Hall
Institute) 19-20 April 2012.

Symposium “Structure and Dynamics
of Condensed Matter by Scattering
Methods – Professor John W White
Symposium” 25-28 November 2012
in the Hunter Valley;
Workshop ANSTO and SINAP
(Shanghai Institute of Applied
Physics), 10-11 December 2012
at ANSTO (including signing of
ANSTO/SINAP Memorandum of
Understanding).
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School “Powder Diffraction at OPAL and at the Australian Synchrotron: Experiment Planning to Data Analysis

Workshop “Current State and Future of Neutron Stress Diffractometers

Workshop “Second Guide Hall for OPAL”
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GICNT Table top exercise”Iron Koala: InformationSharing During Nuclear Smuggling Events”

Workshop “7th International Workshop on Sample Environmentat Neutron Scattering Facilities”

Symposium “Structure and Dynamics of Condensed Matter by Scattering Methods– Professor John W White Symposium”
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Australian Institute of Nuclear Science
and Engineering (AINSE)

Background
The Australian Institute of Nuclear
Science and Engineering (AINSE)
provides a platform for training and
cooperation in the nuclear science and
engineering fields. Its membership
comprises 46 Australian and New
Zealand universities and science
organisations, including ANSTO, making
it one of few scientific institutions in
Australia with such a wide membership.
AINSE facilitates access to ANSTO’s
and other associated nuclear
capabilities through research
grants, fellowships and support for
conferences and workshops.

Research Awards
Access to ANSTO’s nuclear science and
technology is the primary purpose
of these awards. They enable close
cooperation between ANSTO research
scientists and university-based
researchers and their students and
involve a substantial use of ANSTO’s
scientific infrastructure. In 2012, more
than 200 of these research projects
were supported with a total value of
$1,806,352.

Honours Scholarships
In 2012, AINSE supported ten Honours
Scholarships to provide extra financial
support to a number of excellent
students that have a project utilising
the research facilities at ANSTO. The
scholarship provides a stipend of
$5000 to each student. The students’
supervisors must hold a current
AINSE Research Award to support the
facility access as well as travel and
accommodation requirements.
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Post Graduate Research
Awards

Schools, Workshops and
Reviews

A Post Graduate Research Award
(PGRA) offers students a top-up stipend
of $7,500 per annum and provides
financial support for access to ANSTO’s
scientific infrastructure and expertise.
An allowance for travel expenses to and
accommodation at Lucas Heights is
also awarded.

AINSE conferences play a major part in
the exchange process for scientific and
technological information, providing a
forum for debate and an opportunity
for young researchers to present their
work. In 2012, AINSE hosted Radiation
2012, 12th South Pacific Environmental
Radioactivity Association Conference
and the 10th AINSE-ANBUG Neutron
Scattering Symposium.

Twenty new AINSE PGRAs were
awarded in 2012. Sixteen scholarships
were finalised bringing the total
number of scholars to 71. Through its
PGRA program, AINSE has now helped
train 329 students in aspects of nuclear
science and associated techniques of
analysis. Many more students have
been assisted with their research by
gaining access to ANSTO facilities
through AINSE Awards made to their
supervisors.

Research Fellowships
In 2012, AINSE has supported a total
of eight Research Fellows. These are
three-year fellowships which can be
extended to a total of five years where
appropriate. In 2012, Dr Neeraj Sharma
was awarded a Fellowship based at
The University of New South Wales
and working at ANSTO on his project
‘Developing improved materials for
energy generation and storage’.
Dr David Turner concluded his
fellowship in December 2012 and is
now employed as ARC Future Fellow at
Monash University.

In addition to these events, participants
from member organisations
were assisted with travel and
accommodation to attend 16 other
AINSE -supported conferences in 2012.

Publications
During 2012, notification was received
of more than 250 publications reporting
the results from AINSE supported
research projects. ANSTO staff were
co-authors on more than half of
these publications.

Looking ahead into the future
AINSE is currently undergoing a
rigorous strategic planning process, to
review how AINSE has delivered on its
goals over the past and set the course
for AINSE moving into the future by redefining its vision and mission. This will
determine what difference AINSE will
make in a changing environment and
how these activities will contribute to
outcomes of importance to Australia. In
planning for its future, AINSE is drawing
on the expertise and experience
of a wide range of stakeholders in
universities, business and government.
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Page
Refereed Journal Publications (358)
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Book Chapters (12), Technical Reports (5), Editing of Special Journal Issues (1), Theses (7)

131

Published Conference Proceedings (187)
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